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hen I was a kid, my family
came into possession of this
dining room table that had been left
behind by the former tenant of our
downstairs apartment. I think he
was the son of a friend of my mom’s
or something like that; somebody
we knew but weren’t super close
to and haven’t kept in touch with
since. Style-wise, you might classify
it as midcentury traditional—not
the slick, West Elm midcentury
modern everyone loves these days,
but somewhere in the more chunky
leg, maw maw’s kitchen vein. The
years have not been kind to it, either.
Chunks of veneer have been torn off
the top and sides, with gouge marks
and scratches dotting the wood, that
classic ‘70s-early-’80s brown-orange
maple. Not a family heirloom, not
terribly valuable, and only vintage
because it’s old—so by all accounts,
an unremarkable table with a boring
backstory.
But despite its unceremonious
origins and unsentimental spot in
our family’s stuff, it has remained
with us, first with my parents,
and then after a Katrina purge
in 2005, with me in my various
abodes in and around the city.
The thing is, despite being kind
of a dog, this table has proven
itself terribly useful over the
years, surviving purges of my
own where I’ve seen items a lot
hipper and more cherished tossed
to the curb. With drop leaf sides
on either end, it can tuck itself
tastefully under a window and
host an intimate date night dinner.
Or, with the sides extended and
the extra leaf panels added, it can
be the size of an aircraft carrier,
perfect for large Christmas dinners
or ANTIGRAVITY mailorder
envelope-stuffing sessions. It’s
solid wood, so despite being a little
rickety around the joints, it offers a

reliable surface—the first thing an
artist of any medium needs to begin
their work.
In my bachelor years, this table
suffered the brunt of more than a
few late-night debaucherous parties.
It’s seen its fair share of drugs and
booze and Mardi Gras loot spilled on
it. It’s helped me organize merch for
band tours and been my impromptu
desk for many a late-night deadline
sprint. Nowadays it’s more likely
to see my son’s stickers or crayon
marks, or receive the brunt of the
work days’ end, with bags, groceries,
packages, camera equipment, and
junk mail dumped all over it. But it
can still clean up nicely and host a
Sunday family dinner. You just have
to keep pushing the leaves back
together every once in a while.
This holiday season, when you’re
in the midst of your homemaking
tasks, whether that’s cooking up a
feast or tidying up for a party, take a
minute to honor that thing in your
life that’s survived the ages despite
being the runt of your stuff. I’m not
talking about the fancy sauté pan
you splurged on, your grandmother’s
cast iron, or that exquisite lamp you
admire and maybe plucked from
thrift store oblivion—the thing you
know you love. I’m talking about
that other thing, the one whose
introduction into your life might
be a mystery, the thing that’s stuck
with you stubbornly through the
ages simply because of how useful
and indestructible it is, and has
served you faithfully. Maybe it’s a
wooden spoon or a dented colander,
a random mug or chair. Who knows,
maybe you have a person like
this in your life. Celebrate these
workhorses, these rocks upon which
the project or party can keep going,
their worth indeterminable, their
value priceless. —Dan Fox
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WILD WAVES
by Taylor Balkissoon

H

appy Scorpio season! Scorpio energy is unmatched when it comes to
integrity, loyalty, and depth. It is also associated with the more difficult,
shadowy parts of the human experience. It often makes us confront things like
death, commitment, and virtue with the sincerity that is necessary to navigate
the heaviest things in life. This month is likely to start off with a number of
synchronistic events as Venus, the sun, and Mercury will all form oppositions
to the North Node during the first week. The North Node and South Node are
mathematical points of the moon associated with our destiny in this lifetime,
and these back-to-back transits will feel difficult to ignore. Currently the North
Node is in Scorpio’s sister sign of Taurus, and thus we are collectively working
towards material stability and personal responsibility despite the effects that
deeply-felt emotions can have on our mental, emotional, and spiritual health.
The full moon in Taurus on the 8th will highlight the growth we have achieved
individually and collectively in this arena. Venus and Mercury will enter funloving Sagittarius on the 16th and 17th, respectively, followed by the sun on the
22nd. By letting Scorpio season facilitate necessary shadow work, we are given
an opportunity to establish healthy philosophical detachment that allows for
deeper understanding and open-mindedness as we enter Sagittarius season.
ARIES
Scorpio and Aries share an
association with the planet Mars—
often tactical, masculine, and
confrontational. These aspects of
your personality might manifest
more overtly than Scorpio, as your
fiery nature is less inclined to pull
punches. As the sun transits your
8th house this month you are being
asked to excavate your shadow side
and face the consequences of the
less admirable attributes of your
masculine side. Mars will continue
its retrograde motion in the sign
of Gemini throughout the month,
perhaps teaching you to play more
nicely with others.
TAURUS
Your ruling planet Venus will aspect
three of the outer planets this month:
Neptune, Pluto, and Jupiter on the
2nd, 10th, and 15th, respectively. As
the sun shifts above the horizon of
your chart into your 7th house, you
might feel a dynamic shift in focus
from self-improvement to concern
for your social environment. Neptune
encourages you to simultaneously
contract and expand. Your sister sign,
Scorpio, has a great deal to teach you
about the importance of emotional
fortitude and how it underlies your
capacity for material stability. These
lessons will occur specifically in the
realm of friendship, partnership, and
creativity.
GEMINI
This month the sun will transit your
6th house, and you might feel a bit
restricted by duty or the desire to
embody a more mature version of
your Mercurial self. This could look
like focusing more on your physical
and mental health or maintaining
commitments and deadlines without
getting overwhelmed or annoyed.
Your ruling planet Mercury will
square Saturn on the 10th, asking
you to proverbially put your money
where your mouth is. A week later
Mercury will enter your sister sign

Sagittarius on the 17th, expanding
your ability to show up for yourself
and others in ways that are freeing
and intellectually stimulating.
CANCER
Your fellow water sign Scorpio
is ultimately concerned with
emotional security and getting down
to the actual truth of the matter in
any and all circumstances. While you
may prefer to be self-protective—
keeping your soft crab meat safe
inside a hard, protective shell—this
month you might feel encouraged
to strike first before waiting for
the blows to come. The full moon
in Taurus on the 8th will remind
you that being stubborn can be a
virtue if you’ve spent a long time
letting people take advantage of
you. The sun will be transiting your
5th house, encouraging romance,
creativity, and playfulness. Embrace
your cardinal nature by pursuing
your desires and passions without
second-guessing yourself.
LEO
The sun will be transiting your 4th
house this month, and you might
be feeling a bit softer or sweeter
than usual. Now is a good time to
take stock of your emotional inner
world and to create more beauty and
comfort in your home and family life.
The full moon in fellow fixed sign
Taurus could be a particularly good
time to ground and connect with the
Earth in pursuit of internal peace.
Venus and Mercury will be entering
fellow fire sign Sagittarius on the 16th
and 17th, respectively, followed by the
sun on the 22nd. After grounding in
the more feminine aspects of Scorpio
and Taurus, Sagittarius season will
offer you a great deal in terms of play
and authentic connection.
VIRGO
Scorpio and Virgo are sextile signs,
and thus often have an innate
understanding of each other. In
addition, their symbols are the most

similar in the zodiac—Virgo with an
arrow pointing in and Scorpio with an
arrow pointing out. While you might
often be conflict-avoidant, preferring
to focus on yourself and your own
growth rather than blaming the other,
Scorpio energy can teach you to be
more assertive when your boundaries
are not respected or acknowledged.
The sun’s transit through your 3rd
house this month and your ruling
planet Mercury’s movement into
fellow mutable sign Sagittarius on the
17th will encourage you to embody a
more self-assured version of yourself.
Take advantage of this energy by being
direct about your needs and letting
go of people and situations that cause
more pain than pleasure.
LIBRA
This month the sun will transit
your 2nd house, encouraging you
to embrace your most Venusian
desires around material abundance,
pleasure, and creativity. This season
is a great time to beautify your home
and environment, and focus on work
in order to support these pursuits.
Your ruling planet Venus will enter
fellow fun-loving sign Sagittarius on
the 16th, and you might shift focus
from your internal, intimate life to a
desire for adventure and intellectual
pursuits. Both are valid and
necessary, and your balanced nature
is more than equipped to honor both.

SCORPIO
Happy You season, Scorpio! We
are blessed by your emotional
intelligence, your integrity, and
your not-so-secret heart of gold.
This month your traditional
ruler Mars will be in retrograde
through the sign of Gemini in your
8th house. You might feel some
tension between your ability to
be self-contained and a desire to
share your most intimate thoughts
and feelings with other people.
The sun’s transit through your 1st
house will illuminate a new sense of
purpose and ego awareness, and this
can be exhilarating or exhausting
depending on how you choose
to navigate your most important
relationships. The full moon in your
sister sign Taurus on the 8th will
offer an excellent time to ground
yourself both emotionally and
physically so that you can navigate
your relationships with yourself and
others with grace and compassion.
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SAGITTARIUS
The sun will transit your 12th house
this month, and you might feel a bit
psychically drained as you navigate
the more complex and emotional
parts of your nature that you prefer
not to share with others. If the practice
of being vulnerable and allowing your
emotions to surface is uncomfortable
for your playful and intellectually
focused tendencies, now is a good time
to take steps toward intimacy that you
might have previously approached
with fear. Protecting yourself is
important, but there is equal strength
in being emotionally honest, even
when it isn’t easy. Venus and Mercury
will enter your sign on the 16th
and 17th, respectively, encouraging
honest dialogue about what you truly
desire and deserve, romantically and
creatively.
CAPRICORN
Your ruling planet Saturn will be
aspecting three of the inner planets
this month: Mercury, the sun, and
Mars will all play a central role in
your development of self-image
and public image. You might face
difficulties communicating your
needs, or feel aggressive when you
do not feel valued and appreciated.
You might be able to get ahead
of these issues by harnessing the
energy of the full moon in Taurus
on the 8th to remind yourself that
you are not somebody to be fucked
with, and nobody determines
your self-worth but you. The sun’s
movement through your 11th house
will encourage a focus on collective
power, which might also mediate any
self-defeating ego patterns.
AQUARIUS
The sun’s transit through your 10th
house in fellow fixed sign Scorpio
promises to be a dynamic time for
you—you might experience changes
in your public image, reputation,
or career that fundamentally
impact your sense of integrity and
emotional stability. In addition, the
full moon in Taurus on the 8th will
help you determine how to make the
strides necessary to achieve your
goals and find internal and external
harmony between pleasure and
dedicated hard work.
PISCES
After what might have felt like a
difficult unearthing of tension and
pain last month, this month promises
to be rewarding and stimulating as
you expand your horizons and apply
the emotional lessons from last
month to creating your own freedom
and communicating effectively.
Venus and Mercury will both trine
your ruling planet Neptune on the
10th and 12th, respectively. You
could be feeling very creatively or
spiritually inspired to chart your own
course, embracing the multitude
of possibilities available to your
infinitely multifaceted self.
illustration by Artemesia Trapeze
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TIPS FROM THERIOT
by Isabel Ryan Theriot

T

urkeys, am I right? Man, November is not a fun month for this fluffy
fowl, for it is in November that we humans traditionally murder
and chow down on them. Try as they might, domesticated turkeys
(the ones that usually end up as the main course at our Thanksgiving
feasts) are aerodynamically challenged and thus don’t really have a
chance against their captors. Wild turkeys can fly, but usually do so
close to the ground, which again makes them easy prey for a hunter
with a vest full of turkey loads (turkey load is the type of birdshot
used to kill turkeys; I think it sounds hilarious, so I had to share it.
There are articles online about the right-sized turkey load). Turkeys
are called turkeys because of a good old case of mistaken identity.
An African bird called a guinea fowl was brought to Europe through
North Africa by Portuguese traders. Since the bird came to Europe
by way of Turkish lands, the Europeans called it a Turkish chicken or
Turkey cock (tee hee). When the Europeans came to North America,
they encountered a bird that looked very similar to the Turkey cock
( from the family Numididae), but this North American bird was
actually from the family Phasianidae. Both of these birds stem from
the order Galliformes, so, you know, understandable mistake. In the
end, this guinea fowl-looking North American bird was given the name
Turkey, but it was a Yankee all along! Anyway, I bring all of this up
because I think that turkeys deserve a little respect for all they’ve done
for our tummies throughout the years. This Thanksgiving, let’s pour
one out for the star of the show. P.S. To prevent dying of Salmonella
poisoning, I suggest sanitizing your bird before cooking it by bathing
it in a large stock pot filled with a 1/2 cup vinegar and two gallons of
water and rubbing it inside and out for about 10 to 15 minutes. You’ll
want to rinse the turkey in cold water in the sink after washing it. Be
sure to clean your sink and counter well with a vinegar and water spray
containing a few drops of dish detergent before and after the rinse, to
prevent any cross contamination. OK, now I’ll talk about cleaning.

I poured gravy on my antique
tablecloth. How do I clean the
cloth and not leave a stain?
Whoopsy, ya dripped! Your
best bet for preventing spilled
gravy from leaving a stain is
to slop it up ASAP. The first
thing that you should do after
that dollop of sauce hits the
cloth is to grab a spoon and
scoop up as much of the spill as
possible. Next, soak the stain
in cold water to loosen those
greasy gravy particles from the
fabric. Lightly wring the cloth
out. DO NOT SQUEEZE TOO
HARD—your objective is to
release the sauce, not smoosh

it into the fabric more. Now
lay the cloth on a flat surface.
Make a solution of 1/4 cup clear
dishwashing liquid and a few
drops of ammonia. Caveat: I
hate the way ammonia smells
and I pretty much never use
it. It’s not necessarily ecofriendly, but it’s also not an
Earth-killer either. Ammonia
is a natural part of the nitrogen
cycle. It’s produced through
the decomposition of plant and
animal waste: think cat pee
smell. But ammonia is also a
chemical that should be treated
with respect and not monkeyed
around with. I suggest that if
you have kids or pets, you store
ammonia in a place that is
inaccessible to them. Also, don’t
take a big whiff of the stuff; your
respiratory system won’t enjoy
that at all. Pour enough of the
solution onto the fabric to cover
the stain. Remember that spoon
that you scooped the gravy up
with? Clean it and then tap the
fabric with the back of it. The
tapping will help to get your
solution deeper into those
fibers. Now, throw the cloth into
your washing machine filled
with the hottest of hot water

and the recommended amount
of an enzymatic clothing
detergent of your choice (The
enzymes will help break down
those gravy proteins). I suggest
Rockin Green Active Wear
Detergent. Make sure that the
stain is gone before putting
the cloth into the dryer. If
the stain is still there, repeat
the whole procedure over,
but include a few drops of the
enzymatic detergent during the
pretreatment process. Don’t let
this spill worry you too much.
It’s all gravy, baby.

are etches. You can get the
etches out with baking soda
for minor cases or by buffing
for more extreme stains, but
that’s time consuming. Also,
because of the high porosity of
marble, it readily absorbs all
of your kitchen and bathroom
bacteria. Yay! If you decide
to go against my advice and
install marble, please seal it.
Building OG Bob Vila has kindly
listed and rated sealants on his
website (bobvila.com). A good
alternative to marble is quartz.
According to the Minerals

Detachable heads are the way to go;
they are a godsend. When I see one in
a bathroom that I’m cleaning, I say to
myself, “Greek god Hygieia, thank you
for bestowing this glorious cleaning
tool upon me.”
I am building a house. What
would you suggest to include
or not include in the kitchen,
bathrooms, and other areas
to make cleaning easier?
Oh man, you have no idea
how excited I am about this
question. As my former
landlord Lee used to say, “I have
a bone to pick” with the use of
certain building materials in
homes that make my job and
your life more annoying. Don’t
worry, I have some alternative
ideas. 1: Marble. I’ve noticed
more and more marble being
installed in homes, mostly
in kitchens and bathrooms.
While marble is pretty, it is
also delicate, and a delicate
countertop is not necessarily
something that you want in
your kitchen or bathroom.
Actually, you definitely don’t
want it. It will get damaged—
quickly. Marble is composed
of calcium carbonate. When
acidic food or beverages (citrus,
tomatoes, coffee, wine, the
lactic acid in milk, certain
condiments... the list goes
on and on) drip onto good ol’
CaCO3, a chemical reaction
occurs, whereby the acid is
absorbed and neutralized.
While the absorptionneutralization reaction of
acid and calcium carbonate is
great in antacids (yep, those
contain calcium carbonate),
it etches the marble. You
know all of those cloudy, dull
marks that you see on your
marble countertop? Those
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Education Coalition, “As a
mineral name, quartz refers to
a specific chemical compound
(silicon dioxide, or silica, SiO2),
having a specific crystalline
form (hexagonal). It is found
in all forms of rock: igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary.
Quartz is physically and
chemically resistant to
weathering.” Quartz is nonporous, so it resists staining,
won’t harbor yucky bacteria or
viruses, and is super duper hard
and therefore more durable.
Also, quartz countertops
are considered “engineered
stone,” created by combining
approximately 90% ground
natural quartz and other stone
with about 10% polyresin.
Guess what that means? This
countertop comes sealed, so
it’s ready to rock and roll (tee
hee). 2: Traditional shower
heads. Traditional shower
heads make cleaning showers
extra annoying and make
showering boring. For cleaning,
detachable heads are the way
to go; they are a godsend. When
I see one in a bathroom that
I’m cleaning, I say to myself,
“Greek god Hygieia, thank you
for bestowing this glorious
cleaning tool upon me.” For
showering, detachable heads
give you a much more versatile
and exciting experience!
Anyway, this type of shower
head makes rinsing off dirt,
hair, and the cleaning product
cont’d on pg. 44

once will be enough to teach
you this lesson for the rest of
your life.

FIRST GEAR
by Alice Pye

IT JUST WON’T START!
transmission, try pressing your
clutch all the way down or repressing the clutch pedal while
you try to start your engine
again. If your car started,
congratulations! But don’t
celebrate too fast: You’ll need to
look into replacing your neutral
safety switch if you want to
avoid being in this situation
again in the near future.

H

ave you ever gotten into
your car, turned the key to
start the engine, only to have
that deep sinking feeling in the
pit of your stomach? You know
the one. You try the ignition
one more time but the engine
just won’t start. Before the
total despair sets in, there are
a few things you can check on
to get you back up and running
faster than you can type out
one of those vaguely apologetic
emoji-filled text messages to
your boss about being late for
your shift.
Neutral Safety Switch
Whenever something is not
working on my truck, I always
try to determine the most
obvious, easiest, and cheapest
issue to check on first and work
my way up from there. The
first and easiest thing to check
if your car won’t start is to
make sure your transmission
is in “park.” Unless your
car is a custom hot rod you
wired yourself with no regard
towards safety for yourself or
your engine, you likely have a
neutral safety switch in your
vehicle. The neutral safety
switch interrupts the electric
current to the starter motor if
your transmission is in any gear
other than “park” or “neutral,”
hence the name. If you have
a manual transmission, the
neutral safety switch interrupts
the current to the starter unless
the clutch pedal is pressed
down. If your neutral safety
switch is going out you may
need to do some jiggling and
wiggling of your transmission
shifter, or switch from “park”
to “neutral” to try to start
your car. If you have a manual

Loose Battery Connection
You’ve tried getting your
car started in “park” and in
“neutral,” but it’s still not
working. You turn the key
and there is no sign of any life
under the hood whatsoever.
Try to turn on the lights. If
the lights don’t turn on at all
or are very dim, your issue is

If you don’t have any tools
with you, try smacking the
battery terminals with the heel
of your shoe to turn them on
the post. Hitting the terminal
might twist or adjust it to a
better connection with the
battery post. If you’re lucky, it
should be enough to get your
car started. Inspect the battery
terminals thoroughly and
take notice of any corrosion.
Corrosion will appear as whitecolored crumbs around the
terminals where they connect
to the battery posts. If you see
any corrosion, you will want
to clean it as soon as you can
in order to avoid a whole heap
of problems, the least of which
would be your car not starting
again. If this is a recurring
issue, get yourself a battery
terminal cleaner tool at your
local auto parts or hardware
store. This tool only costs a

I warn you now: Being able
to start what was previously
thought to be an unstartable
engine is an incredibly addicting
feeling of ultimate power.
likely that there is little to no
power flowing from the battery.
Pop open the hood and take
a look at your battery posts
and terminals. If your battery
terminals are loose to the point
that you can move them on
the battery post you will not
get a good flow of electrical
current, even if your battery
is fully charged. You will need
to tighten down your battery
terminals in order to get a
proper flow of electricity to
your starter motor to get your
engine to start. You can do this
with a wrench of appropriate
size to tighten down the
terminals that clamp down on
to the battery posts. Be very
careful not to connect the two
battery posts with your wrench,
or any other metal tool, or even
with your hands for that matter.
It seems an obvious thing to
mention but it does still happen
to the best and brightest among
us. Making this small mistake

few bucks and will help you get
the most out of your current
battery, extending its life so
you don’t have to fork over a
Benjamin or two for a new one
just yet.
Whack-A-Mole
So whacking your battery
with an old shoe while your
neighbors stare at you from
their windows, likely wondering
if you’ve finally lost it after two
years of “Two Weeks to Flatten
the Curve,” didn’t work? Now
you’re really pissed off and you
want to hit even more things
with your shoe. Boy, have you
come to the right place in this
article. You’ve tightened up the
battery terminals, maybe even
cleaned them. Now your lights
are turning on, and maybe
you’re hearing a slight click of
the starter relay but the starter
motor isn’t budging. The starter
motor may be stuck. This is
more likely in older vehicles
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or vehicles that have not been
started in a while, but it’s still
worth a shot to investigate
with other scenarios as well.
Locate the starter motor on
your vehicle with the help of
the owner’s manual or the
internet. This will likely mean
crawling under your vehicle,
so make sure to lay down some
cardboard, an old rug, or yoga
mat before you ruin your nice
work clothes. Give the starter
motor a hearty tap with a shoe,
a wrench, or pry bar a few
times. This might help dislodge
any stuck gears or help engage
misaligned gears in order to
crank the engine itself. If this
trick works at getting your car
started, you will want to get
your starter inspected to make
sure there are not any broken
gear teeth or other damage.
Jumping Your Battery
Still no luck starting your car
after all that? Well I’m sorry
to say that the culprit is likely
a dead battery. If your lights
are very dim or not coming
on at all, and if you turn the
key in the ignition which
might get you a weak groaning
sound but the engine never
starts, a dead battery is likely
the case. Here is the point
where you will need help from
those voyeur neighbors or a
friendly stranger driving by,
so maybe it’s time to put that
shoe down. You will need
to track down some jumper
cables and a car with a good
battery. Once you have those
things sorted, crack open your
vehicle’s owner’s manual and
read everything it has to say
about jumping the battery. Reread it until you are confident
you understand every word
before doing anything. Some
vehicles can be damaged by
jumping the battery, especially
newer vehicles since they are
computers on wheels and tend
to have more delicate electrical
components. If your manual
explicitly states not to jump
the battery, that’s a warning I
would heed if you want your
car to continue to be operable.
In most cases jumping your
battery is relatively simple
and safe, not to mention near
instantly effective. You are in
essence borrowing a running
car battery without the hassle
of taking it out of said running
cont’d on pg. 48
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DIRT NERD
by Ian Willson

PICKING PROPER PLANTS

T

here you are, chomping at the
bit to exist outside capitalism,
so utterly once and for all
convinced that money is an illusion
perpetuated only by our flimsy
belief in its power. Materialism
and mindless consumption of
the notion of consumption itself
has gotten way out of hand, and
if you can just go back to the land
and grow your own food you can
help reset the entire broken lifedeprecating system we’re all stuck
in, or at the very least live outside
of it yourself.
And I love this for you. But how
do you get there? Well, first
you have to know how to grow
food (OK, maybe first you need
capital and obtaining that in the
first place is becoming an ever
more impossible endeavor in
this wretched inequitable world
we dwell in), and to do that you
have to plant seeds. But if you’ve
never grown seeds, it might
be best to use plants someone
else has already germinated
and taken care of first, because
growing seeds is an endeavor in
its own right. And in order to do
that, you have to spend money,
finding yourself back in the same
pit of capitalist despair that you
are hoping to escape.
Or maybe you just love going to
the garden center to buy a new
house plant once every few weeks.
Either way, if you’re reading this
now, purchasing already born
plants of some shape or size is
inevitably a facet of your present
or future reality. And knowing
what to look for in a good plant is a
worthy skill to have, whether you
intend to grow acres and fix the
world, or place a single monstera
in the sunny little corner of your
living space to fix its feng shui.
Size Matters
The biggest mistake plant
shoppers make is angling for
large plants over smaller ones. I

understand the intrinsic desire
to have something large over
something small, and garden
centers understand this also. A
plant in a five gallon container
will cost significantly more than
a plant in a one gallon container.
But truly, as soon as you move
(most) plants from a small
container to a large container
they will grow faster and fill
that space. Plants are like fish
in an aquarium: They will grow
to the size appropriate to the
habitat they’re given. At least
this is the case when they are fed
appropriately.
Unfortunately, many plant sellers
will overfeed their plants with
fertilizers to maximize their
growth potential in a smaller

Don’t Judge a Plant
by its Cover

Don’t Let a Few Nibbles
Bug You

Actually, do judge a plant by its
cover. But do not judge a plant
poorly just because it has a
few old yellowing leaves. It is a
natural part of every plant’s life
cycle to drop its older leaves so
that it may favor new growth.
So, yellowing on a plant’s lower
leaves is perfectly natural. Do
not let it scare you away. That
said, it is a great idea to check
for new growth on a plant—
maybe the best idea of all, even.
The plant you want the most,
regardless of species, is the one
with fresh new small leaves
budding out of the top or the
sides. Looking for new leaves
is a special fun treat to partake
in with any plant, whether you
own it or not. Those leaves are a
harbinger of plenty of
fresh growth to come. As such,
focus on what is being gained,
not on what is already lost.

Honestly, a little bit of damage
from an insect can sometimes
help a plant grow, triggering
growth hormones and immune
systems and the things that make
for strength and character. A
garden center completely devoid
of any insect damage anywhere
is a likely sign that they spray
potent pesticides around to
manage bugs, and to me, this is
scary. Don’t get me wrong: Pest
management is necessary and
inevitable, but targeted care with
organic products is always best,
especially when we’re talking
about treating the things we’d
like to eat. So, if you see a little
bit of damage on a plant, don’t
write it off right away. Check
the undersides of the leaves
and see if there are any actual
critters around. If so, you should
probably leave it be, as it may be
sick and dying and could become
an unknowing vessel that will
bring future havoc to your
garden. But many well taken care
of plants will have experienced
some interaction with insects in
their lives, and a few nibbles will
often only make them stronger.

Knowing what to look for in a good
plant is a worthy skill to have, whether
you intend to grow acres and fix the
world, or place a single monstera in
the sunny little corner of your living
space to fix its feng shui.
container. This creates a product
that is significantly easier to
sell, but also creates a threefold problem for the eventual
consumer. First, the plant is likely
to become root bound, which is to
say its roots have fully stuffed the
container and the soil, stunting
potential growth for the plant
in both its current and future
homes. Second, the plant has
grown dependent on being fed a
large amount of (likely inorganic)
fertilizer on a regular basis, and
once it is transplanted and in
your care, will be dependent on
a similar feeding schedule and
will have trouble transitioning to
its new home. Finally, especially
in the case of annual vegetables
and herbs, oftentimes if they’re
filling out the container they’re
in, they are already well past their
life prime, and you’re not going to
get nearly the eventual yield from
them that you would have had
you brought them home when
they were small and still excited to
grow in larger environs.

Use the Budding System
We tend to gravitate towards
plants that are producing flowers
or fruit, and that makes sense,
because we are inherently
attracted to the beautiful flowers
and delicious food that plants
share with us. However, whether
we are talking about a large citrus
tree you hope to grow for years
to come or a tiny annual pansy,
purchasing a plant that is budding
but not yet blooming or fruiting
is absolutely more ideal. A plant
with buds is not only on the verge
of giving you the goods, but is also
still capable of drawing energy
from the soil in its new home, of
expending its energy to expand its
root system, meaning increased
potential for more buds, more
flowers, more fruit. If the plant
is already fruiting or flowering,
it means it is late in its life or
seasonal cycle and is focusing
all of its energy on reproductive
functions, i.e. fruits and flowers, as
opposed to growth.
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Mayhaps someday you will collect
all of your own seeds and live
entirely off the grid and all your
houseplants will be grown from
cuttings gifted to you by your
economics ascendent peers. But
until then, I hope you can come
to terms with living inside our
flawed money system long enough
to put these best methods into
practice, so that your personal
emperor-less empire may thrive
well into the future.

Questions for the Dirt Nerd? Email me:
ian@hotplantsnursery.com.
illustrations by Rachel Speck | @tropicalgothprints
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The Music and Culture Coalition of New Orleans (MaCCNO) is a broad-based coalition and registered 501c3 non-profit corporation that collaborates with, organizes, and empowers
the New Orleans music and cultural community to preserve and nurture the city’s culture, to translate community vision into policy change, and to create positive economic impact.

Gimme A Dime:
Reflecting on Ten Years of Cultural Advocacy
By cultural community members and MaCCNO staff

JOSHUA BRASTED

Musicians and activists gather in and around City Hall on January 17, 2014 to protest a proposed noise ordinance that would have severely restricted the ability for live music venues
and musicians to operate successfully.

MaCCNO is celebrating our 10th
anniversary this month and to
mark the occasion, we turned over
our column to some members of
the cultural community to reflect
on how they have interacted with
our work, the place we hold as
an organization, and why it is
important to pay attention to
what is happening at City Hall.
These are edited excerpts from
our conversations. You can see
full versions—and more about our
work—at maccno.com.
Robin Rapuzzi
washboard/percussion for
Tuba Skinny and street
performer
I remember when I first heard
about MaCCNO. I asked a
friend who those people were
that didn’t look like anyone we
knew passing out pamphlets
of information. It turned out

they were Tulane law students
[working with MaCCNO] who
did a bunch of research on what
the actual street laws were
regarding street performing in
the Quarter. This was excellent,
because anytime the police
would stop us they would always
make things up. Us buskers
only knew what had become
acceptable from experience and
the stories older buskers like
Ms. Doreen Ketchens and her
jazz band told us. With these
educational pamphlets everyone
was informed. Pretty soon after
that I started going to each and
every MaCCNO meeting. At
those meetings we discussed
problems between buskers and
the actual City’s laws around
hours and legality of street
performing spaces.
Since then I’ve felt much safer as
a street performer and I feel like

I’ve got a voice and can share in
some of the difficult language
around laws/policies when
sitting in at crucial City Hall
meetings. MaCCNO literally has
made me a better citizen
I
L-R: Smith,and
Gowdy
think the same goes for other
street performers of different
backgrounds. MaCCNO taught
me that with education comes
power and with empathy comes
positive change.
Arséne DeLay
singer/songwriter and
Original Black Seminole
Baby Doll
MaCCNO navigates spaces we
often have neither the time nor
the bandwidth to be as cultural
community members. The
importance of them being there
is how we prevent lawmakers
from codifying decisions about
our livelihood, and undoing the
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harmful policies put in place at
a time when Black folks were
historically barred from being
there, or speaking out. The
practice of making/changing
policy is long and arduous, and
I personally wouldn’t want to
be in the current state of affairs
without MaCCNO, after having a
front row seat to the work they’ve
done over the last 10 years.
Sunni Patterson
internationally acclaimed
poet, healer, author and
teacher
Hannah Kreiger-Benson:
Why is it important for
cultural community members
to pay attention to what’s
happening down at City Hall?
Any tips on ways to become
more civically engaged?
It’s important because it
shows that art is not just for

arts sake. Art that is set up
to expand individual and
collective/community hearts,
it’s important for that to be
involved in what is happening.
Art as a way of bringing news,
and helping understand
civic duty. “Spirituality is
the highest form of politics,
where politics is the gaining
and maintaining of power” so
artists, whose foundation is
based in spiritual practice, that
allows us (the community) to
have more of a voice through
our creations, when our voices
are sometimes muted.

struggle and everything else to
bring people to the city, when
the people come to the city and
spend the money for the city,
we[‘re] the last ones they think
about spending some of that
money on.

Calvin Johnson
saxophonist and former
MaCCNO board member

Baba Luther Gray
co-founder of the Congo
Square Preservation
Society, musician, and
culture bearer

Hannah Kreiger-Benson: In
a city filled with several arts
and culture organizations,
what void or space do you
believe MaCCNO fills?
MaCCNO is important
because amongst the cultural
institutions in New Orleans,
MaCCNO is the only one
that is of and for the people,
rather than of and for the
industry. MaCCNO is the
only institution that I know
where the artists are actually
represented and it’s not driven
by only economic interests
but also the inherent value of
artistic endeavors.
Doreen Ketchens
clarinetist and New Orleans
street performer elder
Renard Bridgewater: Why
do you believe it’s important
for other musicians, street
performers, and culture
bearers to pay attention to
what’s happening from a
government perspective at
City Hall?
Well, I think it’s important
because whenever it’s time to
sell New Orleans to tourists
and other organizations that
bring money to the city, we’re
looked at in a less than light
fashion. Even though they’ll
use our music, they’ll use
our likeness, they’ll use our

Our value is only in their
resources, you know, for them
to collect, but when it comes
time to try and save the culture
or even talk about the culture
or donate to the culture or
even protect the culture, we’re
not even considered as culture
really.

Renard Bridgewater: We’re
hitting our 10-year mark.
What ways can we improve
for the next 10 years to come?
Yes indeed, that’s a great
question. I would say that you
all are on the right track of what
you’re doing because you’re
connected to community, like
you’re not sitting in an isolated
position... in addition to what
you all are doing, you reach
out to communities and you
get involved with these things
and that kind of reflects your
directions. You’re taking your
directions on what’s happening
in the cultural community. And
I really love how you all really sit
there at the table and you listen
and then you interject what
you think might be a solution to
things rather than just coming
in and telling you what you think
should happen without really
listening to what maybe needs to
happen.
We invite everyone to come
celebrate with us on Sunday,
November 20th from 2-7 at Zony
Mash Beer Project with live
performances, food trucks, a
silent auction, and more!
This space is provided to MaCCNO as a community
service and does not necessarily reflect the opinions
or editorial policies of ANTIGRAVITY.
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the owners explained that the
stylish spot—on the corner of
Bayou Road and Broad Street,
formerly home to Pirogues—had
been founded with the express
intention of becoming a workerowned cooperative. If her trial
period went well, the position
could lead to part-ownership
of the business. She left the
interview with a new job and
literature on cooperatives that
the founding owners, Amber
Rowley and Brendan Gordon,
had given her.

Owning the Means
An Exploration of New Orleans Worker Co-ops
by Jesse Lu Baum

R

ecently, to make ends meet
as my rent increased and the
prices of groceries and utilities
have climbed, I have begun
busing tables on the weekends.
There are holes in my floors and
holes in my shoes and a flock
of cooing pigeons living in the
eaves of my shotgun palace, yet
someone must earn money, for
the pigeons cannot.
I find myself in good company:
Nearly everyone in this city has
worked in the service industry
in some capacity, the grinding
engine of New Orleans’
economy, often only to leave
work after a long shift thinking
of bills and debts yet to be
paid. It’s also true that in New
Orleans it is all too common
to see large and faceless
corporations masquerading
as local institutions—be it the
“boutique hotel” affiliated with

Hilton, the Airbnbs owned by
local villain Sonder (villian to
locals, that is—the company is
based out of San Francisco),
or the stylish restaurants that
are part of larger restaurant
“groups,” all the while reaping
massive rewards from their
exploitative relationship with
New Orleans’ workers.
So when Jade Thanars, a service
industry veteran, went looking
for a second gig to supplement
her income as a hairstylist, she
was selective in her search.
She didn’t want to work for a
big business “where it’s super
corporate and you have these
overlords that have never
worked these jobs before.”
Thanars heard a new bar and
restaurant called Velveteen
was hiring, and went in for an
interview. While she was there,

First, a primer. Worker-owned
cooperatives are businesses
that are, you guessed it, owned
by the workers. Workers often
pay a membership fee which is
returned to them if they leave
the cooperative. Aside from legal
ownership of the business and
its property, workers participate
in decision-making and accrue
“patronages”—i.e. profits, which
are divisible based on a formula
devised by the cooperative.
Worker-owned co-ops may also
follow the seven cooperative
principles: voluntary and open
membership; democratic
member control; members’
economic participation;
autonomy and independence;
education, training, and
information; cooperation among
cooperatives; and concern for
community.
In the past two years,
Bellegarde Bakery (purveyor of
the highly-sought-after picnic
baguettes, and other glutenous
delights) has joined the ranks of
Pagoda Café, which is currently
transitioning to workerownership, and Velveteen, a
new business co-founded by a
former employee of Pirogues.
In the older guard, New
Orleans East is home to VEGGI,
a growers and marketing
cooperative active since 2011,
and Uptown resides C4, a
tech support company (and
ANTIGRAVITY advertiser)
established in 2002. While
these are only a tiny collection
among the massive array of
businesses in New Orleans,
the recent swelling in number
suggests a renewed interest
in co-ops, and perhaps the
promise of more to come.
For many trying to uplift workerowned co-ops, the sphinx in
the path of co-op proliferation
is the lack of awareness of the
cooperative model.
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In Cooperatives of New Orleans,
which looks at the history of coops in the Crescent City, author
Anne Gessler argues that the
social aid and pleasure clubs
that have existed in New Orleans
for centuries also fit into this
cooperative framework, as well
as mutual aid groups and even
community gardens, which
function as part of a cooperative
economy focused on sharing
resources rather than centering
profit above all else.
“There’s myths that
cooperatives aren’t profitable,
that they’re pet projects, that
only white people use them,
or that they’re isolated to
consumer co-ops like grocery
stores. But there are so many
ways that you can do cooperative
practices in businesses that
create shared equity. And those
models can be very successful,”
says Tamah Yisrael. Yisrael
runs a values-driven financial
management and accounting
company, and works with
Cooperation New Orleans.
Cooperation New Orleans
helps with loan applications
for fledgling collectives,
offers training, and conducts
community outreach and
education around cooperatives.
They also have a loan fund
run in partnership with
Seed Commons, a national
organization that provides
collateral-free loans to
community and worker-owned
cooperatives.
“I think one of the biggest
issues I find with our work is
that business owners just don’t
know this is an option,” says
David Gray, who works for
Project Equity, a nonprofit that
helps established businesses
(including Bellegarde) transition
to employee ownership. Gray,
a kind and patient workercooperative expert, spoke with
me via Zoom after spending a
long day in meetings. He says
that many people he works with
are interested in transitioning to
cooperatives, but are not aware
of legal pathways to do so. “They
[business owners] think, how are
their employees ever going to find
the money to [buy them out]; or
they might think, I don’t know
how to structure this,” says Gray.
Surprisingly, in this gristleand-bone strewn capitalist
wasteland, there are ways for

Bellegarde Bakery used
Project Equity’s service to
conduct a feasibility study
on the bakery’s potential for
longevity, profitability, and
debt capacity, and the nonprofit
connected them with Mission
Driven Finance for the loan
they needed to buy out the
previous owner. The feasibility
study ensures that the new
cooperative has the resources
to succeed post-transition.
Mollie Sciacca, the general
manager at Bellegarde,
described herself as “vaguely
familiar” with cooperatives
prior to Bellegarde’s transition.

DAN FOX

businesses to finance transitions
from traditional ownership
to worker ownership without
burying the new owners in debt.
“What occurs when the business
owner sells to the employees,
that business takes out a loan
to pay off the selling, and the
profits from the business pay
down the loan. And so there’s
oftentimes no requirement
for personal guarantee. The
employees are not financially
liable and they don’t need to
come up with the money,” says
Gray. In fact, he reports there
is often not a need for credit
checks from the employees.

Solomon, Nia, and Arielle Coleman (left to right) work a busy Sunday at Pagoda Café.

to decide how we wanted to
structure things and how we
wanted to self-govern our own
company.” Valore had thought
of starting his own business,
but like many service-industry
workers, assumed that this
was a distant dream. Now he is
the part owner of a successful,

“There’s myths that cooperatives aren’t
profitable, that they’re pet projects, that only
white people use them, or that they’re isolated
to consumer co-ops like grocery stores. But there
are so many ways that you can do cooperative
practices in businesses that create shared equity.
And those models can be very successful.”
She got involved with the
process during the feasibility
study, then helped facilitate the
conversations with the rest of
her co-workers once the study
found that selling to the workers
was a viable option.
“I think the biggest thing initially
was helping everybody to
understand what was going on,”
says Sciacca. The conversations
apparently went well, as all five
eligible employees signed on to
become part owners. Two more
are on track to become workerowners next year.
Alex Valore, the lead bread baker
at Bellegarde, says his part of
the transition involved “a lot of
practice and patience… trying

established bakery that sells
bread to clients all over the city.
While paying down their loan,
Bellegarde is working towards
meeting internal goals for their
emergency fund and worker
capital accounts. After that,
the employee-owners can
receive dividends based on the
patronage formula they worked
out with their accountants.
“Everyone has this renewed
sense of pride of ownership in
their jobs,” says Sciacca.
***
A few miles downriver stands
Pagoda Café, the beloved Bayou
Road pocket-spot with a curling
terracotta tiled roof, which is

also transitioning to a workerowned cooperative.
“I didn’t want to sell Pagoda to
strangers,” says owner Shana
Sassoon, “and I didn’t want to
just shut it down [during the
initial stages of the COVID
pandemic] and profit from the
real estate. I wanted to recognize
the way staff has helped shape
our business. I met with the staff
and proposed that I was willing
to reopen if there was interest in
moving towards a worker-owner
model, and luckily there was.”
Sassoon got in touch with
Cooperation New Orleans,
who provided Pagoda with
meeting facilitation, training
on cooperative structures,
assistance with their loan
application, and connecting
Pagoda with other cooperatives.
“For me, I’m doing what I love in
the neighborhood I was born and
raised in,” says future employeeowner Kenionne Marrero, who’s
worked in New Orleans’ service
industry since 2005. Marrero’s
first job was working at the City
Park Burger King location.
Claire Morgan adds that
the transition has involved
“Taking on responsibilities
that our current owner was
handling mostly by herself…
figuring out who would be
involved and how we wanted
the business to operate.”
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A few people have left Pagoda
as the café has worked towards
cooperative ownership—there
are now five staff members on
the transition team. Pagoda’s
ownership transition will
be legally completed at the
end of the year—originally
the transition team hoped to
be done at the close of 2021,
only to face severe setbacks
following Hurricane Ida.
Sassoon will stay involved in
an advising capacity for a year
following the sale, but without
an ownership stake.
“So much time, sweat, and
money goes into starting a
business: creating your systems,
building your brand, creating
relationships with customers.
Converting to a worker’s
cooperative is an amazing way
to preserve what you have built
up if you are ready to step away,
but also if you just want to create
more investment from staff in
your workplace,” says Sassoon.
The loan that facilitated the
sale to the new worker-owners
will be structured as a property
loan on Pagoda’s two buildings;
the co-op will pay a monthly
mortgage and manage the loan.
***
Only one block over, Velveteen
started their cooperative from
scratch. Founders Amber Rowley
and Brendan Gordon started

“Money would have helped,”
says Rowley. Rowley’s mother
was an early investor in the
business, while Gordon used
his savings and liquidated his
retirement fund (a resource
many people in this country
are without) to fund the
business and renovations
to the space, much of which
Gordon did himself. Rowley
continued working outside the
bar until Velveteen opened its
doors, since the business had
no income until that point.
Rowley worked at Pirogues for
two years until it closed during
the pandemic.
“I’ve been interested in
land grants, land trusts,
and the collectivisation
of community assets for a
while,” says Gordon. In many
ways, neighborhood spots
like Pirogues are community
assets. Their kitchens cook
food when the power goes
out, and they function as
meeting places when there are
vanishingly few spots to hang
out for cheap (let alone free).
Accordingly, Velveteen gives
discounts to their regulars
who carried over from the
Pirogues days. “They call it
‘the clubhouse,’” says Rowley.
Some of the regulars have been
coming to the bar for years.
Though the new employees
(Velveteen opened in spring:
All of its workers are new) are
not yet fully worker-owners,
they are going through an
accelerated process to become
legal co-owners, with about
eight employees on ownership
track. In the meantime,
Velveteen is attempting to
practice direct democracy and
holds regular meetings where
staff vote on major decisions,
including rate of pay. All staff
earn the same wage, regardless
of their role.
“Usually dishwashers make
nothing,” says Aubin Leroy, who
runs the Velveteen kitchen.
Advancement in that role is rare,
despite its inarguable necessity.
“If you don’t have prep, you
don’t have a line. And if the
dishwasher doesn’t show up,
you’re in a mess,” Leroy adds.

With long hours on your feet
each shift, working through
sweaty and stressful conditions
to make money for the owner,
many people with talent
and passion burn out of the
job. Leroy was previously
considering leaving the industry.
“Even if a place is paying you
decently, it will never be your
place,” says Leroy.
By contrast, Leroy says the
horizontal model allows
workers more freedom to
advocate for themselves. “If
we want to do something,
let’s vote on it and do it. It’s
everybody’s space. I can grow
in the space and it leads to
something… I think that’s
important. As opposed to
making the rich richer.”
Thanars, one of the new
bartenders, adds, “I feel like
it does work better. It makes

DAN FOX

Velveteen together with the
express intention of onboarding
employees as new workerowners. Funding their new
venture, however, was difficult.

Chelle, who is in the onboarding process to become a worker-owner of Velveteen,
bartends on a Sunday afternoon.

profit margin of 5.9%, while the
margin for worker cooperatives
was 6.4%.”
A testament to the cooperative’s
potential for resilience,

“So much time, sweat, and money goes
into starting a business: creating your
systems, building your brand, creating
relationships with customers. Converting
to a worker’s cooperative is an amazing
way to preserve what you have built up
if you are ready to step away, but also if
you just want to create more investment
from staff in your workplace.”
people feel like they’re not
being taken advantage of, [like]
they’re being heard.”
***
Cooperatives explicitly have
the goal of benefiting their
employees. Yet, lest you think
that the free market will doom
such soft-hearted enterprises
to failure, there is evidence that
cooperatives can withstand
stressors better than traditional
businesses. One study
showed that worker-owned
cooperatives experienced
fewer layoffs during the
pandemic—instead, they
reduced hours or worker pay in
order to keep their employees,
or redistributed funds. And
there is some evidence that
worker co-ops can have higher
profit margins than traditional
businesses—one small study
showed that “in 2013, the
average private firm had a

New Orleans’ tech support
cooperative C4 has been in
business for 20 years. In 2002,
co-founder Jeffrey Brite started
C4 with a few friends. Like
almost everyone interviewed for
this piece, he had never worked
in a co-op before.
“Most groups of friends work
cooperatively together all the
time. We were just codifying
it in the hiring and business
structure,” says Brite. “I was
looking for alternatives to the
current corporate system we
have. We had already started as
a business, but when the U.S.
Federation of Worker Co-ops
started, that was a big help.”
C4 is considered a founding
member of the United
States Federation of Worker
Cooperatives (USFWC)
and Anna Boyer, one of C4’s
worker-members, serves on the
federation’s board. Because C4’s
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product is technical know-how,
the company did not require
outside capital to get its start.
“The primary expense was labor,
and in those early days, our
workers did not pay themselves
very much or very often. This is a
privilege that most workers could
not manage today,” says Boyer.
C4 utilizes a non-hierarchical
structure, where most decisions
are made with a majority vote.
Everyday decisions in the
company’s sub-departments
are decided by workers in that
department, and questions that
impact the entire company are
decided by the whole collective.
“The general philosophy we
use for decision-making is that
the group who is impacted
by the decision gets to make
the decision, and all members
within that group have equal
power,” says Boyer. Any
member can raise objections
and bring departmental issues
to a company-wide vote, since
all employees are part-owners
and therefore share risk as well
as profit.
As anyone who’s been in a
collective can tell you, direct
democracy can be tricky. “Early
on, we had loooong meetings
(like, we’d ruin your whole
Saturday) every month to
make a lot of decisions about
everything,” remembers Boyer.
But thankfully those days are
long past. Meetings now are far
shorter, and on a quarterly basis.
In Boyer’s time working for C4
and the USFWC, she says more
and more people she encounters
are familiar with cooperatives.
cont’d on pg. 46
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Street Punx

EARTH,WIND, AND FIRE

AG Picks for the 2022 New Orleans Film Festival
With over 3,600 submissions from over 100 countries, wading solo through the
selection for the 33rd annual New Orleans Film Festival is sure to be challenging
without some guidance—that’s where we come in. It’s a diverse lineup that also
prioritizes home: Films made in the American South account for half of the
selections. These films cover a lot of ground—you’ll journey through emotionally
intense animated shorts, politically pertinent documentaries, musically rich
Louisiana films—marked with an (La.) in our guide—and expansive narrative
features. Being faced with such vast possibilities is overwhelming, so we hope
these picks steer you towards something welcomed and perhaps unexpected.

NARRATIVE FEATURES

Our Father, the Devil
Cameroon-born Ellie Foumbi
delivers a complex debut
feature exploring the trauma
of war in this psychological
drama shot in France. Her
film takes on the subject
of children in war and the
aftermath of healing as
it surfaces in the body in
unexpected ways. Marie
(Babetido Sadjo), an African
refugee working as the head
chef of a retirement home,
delivers with precision the

post-traumatic bodily terror
that hijacks our ability to see
clearly. The film’s use of light
mirrors its desire to seek
truth: Light cleaves, darkens,
hides, and illuminates—much
like the past, it is hard to
pin down and keep still. The
film soars visually in the
scenes that slow down and
allow us to sit with the hard
realities of war. That is the
poetry of a film that asks us
to hold: “Everyone deserves a
second chance.” New Orleans
residents will appreciate the
use of food and faith, as both
feature prominently in the
film, especially felt in the
familiarity of the first kitchen
scene discussion of making a
roux. They will feel, too, that
well-learned tug of knowing
we survive not only through
our bodies, but always with
other bodies holding and
helping us. —Megan Burns

Street Punx (La.)
Polish transplant Maja (the
director/actor’s actual name)
has a Skype romance with
a mohawk’d punk boy from
Myanmar. She also wants
to make a movie about him
and his constituents. But
how does one make a movie?
Teaming up with full-ofhot-air producer/hypeman
Yamil (played hilariously by
Yamil Rodriguez, the actual
producer), the two proceed
to make the rounds among
wingnuts and sleazeballs to
raise the capital. Not exactly
a “DIY” operation. In fact,
Maja’s punks might just be
the MacGuffin, a dyed-red
herring sending us down
the ouroboros rabbit hole of
artistic consummation. It’s a
movie about making a movie.
Specifically a movie about
making a movie documenting
the making of a movie. That’s
how meta it is. You can tell the
filmmakers are taking the piss,
riffing on their generation’s
post-post-everything
malaise. For the millennials,
by the millennials, about
the millennials. But some
things are timeless. Like the
punks. Or that particular
demographic who flock here
in search of the burlesqueladen, drug-drenched, fairydust-sprinkled magic school
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bus ride that may or may not
culminate in the Pearl bar’s
backyard UFO… or below an
overpass in Yangon. Fuck the
destination—take the ride.
—Andre de Saint Exupery
Wetiko
Director and writer Kerry
Mondragón’s psychedelic
thriller follows teenage Aapo
(Juan Daniel García Treviño) as
he navigates a web of colonial
curses and ancestral obligations.
When a slinky outsider, Luz
(Dalia Xiuhcoatl), requests
venomous toads for a tantric
ritual under the supervision of
a trusted Mayan shaman, Aapo
jumps at the opportunity to
deliver. Aapo’s journey starts
with an idyllic trip through the
jungle on a stolen dirtbike to
find Luz’s camp, The Empire of
Love. The vibes sour as Aapo
arrives at the camp and meets
Franky (Jordan Barrett), a
former climatologist turned
influencer. Aapo’s adventure
fully curdles when, in place of
the shaman, he finds a white cult
leader (Neil Sandilands, played
by Zake Zezo) acting as dictator
to The Marias, a cohort of silent
Mayan girls. While obvious
dubbing and cheap costuming in
the second act reveal the film’s
scotch-taped edges, the hazy,
B-movie style effectively sets a
sinister tone. —Rhiannon Goad

Wetiko

You Resemble Me
You Resemble Me is a dark and
symbolic take on self-identity
and the yearning for belonging.
Dina Amer (director, writer,
producer) shares the untold,
complicated story of Hasna Ait
Boulahcen, the alleged suicide
bomber in the 2015 Saint-Denis
raid in France. Young Hasna
(Lorenza Grimaudo) protects
her younger sister Miriam
(Ilona Grimaudo) by any means
necessary. Poverty-stricken
with absent parents, Hasna
and Miriam find joy in creating
small adventures together. The
innocence of the young sisters
quickly fades as the reality of
their circumstances sets in. Amer
hones in on the dynamic of their
sisterhood by emphasizing their
obvious physical resemblance
and influence on each other,
while also distinguishing
between them. After Hasna and
Miriam are abruptly separated,
we follow adult Hasna (Mouna
Soualem) down a destructive
path of self-discovery. Amer
displays the reckoning of having
pride in one’s culture while also
acknowledging its complicated
history. The audience is taken
on Hasna’s personal journey and
inner turmoil of being a Muslim
woman in a European city, while
terrorism and mass distruction
simultaneously hover over
her homeland. —Christine M.
Hamilton
DOCUMENTARY
FEATURES
Black Mothers Love & Resist
Opening with striking images
of Black faces—people who
were attacked and murdered
by law enforcement—this
documentary sends an
emotionally clear message that
a change must come. Oscar

Grant III, Eric Garner, Sandra
Bland, etc.: These names are
widely recognized due to
unfortunate circumstances.
However, the mothers of
these victims relentlessly
strive to both keep their
names known and the list
from growing. Débora Souza
Silva’s documentary sheds
light on the blatant violence
against Black Americans
and the discrepancies in the
judicial system. Mothers
Wanda Johnson and Angela
Williams are joined by an
unfortunately large group of
fellow mothers whose relatives
were also slain by police and
who serve as a support group
to comfort each other, share
resources, laugh, cry, be angry,
and conspire to stand up to the
judicial system. Viewers follow
Johnson and Williams as they
take matters into their own
hands by facilitating rallies and
challenging political figures to
enforce bills that forbid police
from using deadly force upon
arrest. The message of this
heartfelt documentary is to
bring awareness to the impact
campaign that supports these
mothers fighting for justice.
—Christine M. Hamilton
Butterfly in the Sky
If you were a child in the
early ‘80s, you may remember
the book Days with Frog and
Toad. And you may remember
actor LeVar Burton reading it
to you on the PBS television
show, Reading Rainbow. In
this documentary, former
cast and crew describe their
unique approach to literary
education through public
television and the excitement
of working on this popular
television show, with credit to
LeVar Burton for the show’s

success. As Burton says,
“There is no more important
endeavor than to support
and nurture the minds and
souls and hearts of children.”
Directors Bradford Thomason
and Brett Whitcomb do well
in stimulating the nostalgia
of early education through
television. The documentary
honors the heart and soul that
was put into creating Reading
Rainbow and the impact it left
on American children from the
early ‘80s all the way into the
early aughts. —Christine M.
Hamilton
Friday I’m In Love
In his directorial debut,
Marcus Pontello pays tribute
to the Numbers Nightclub,
one of the oldest and longestrunning nightclubs in the U.S.
and a counterculture safehaven
for the LGBTQ community. He
shares personal appreciation
for the club being the first
space where he felt seen and
accepted as a young gay man.
Pontello takes us back to
1975, during Houston’s Gay
Rights Movement and the
early development of Numbers
Nightclub. Former owners,
employees, and patrons share
personal accounts of their time
spent at the famed club. Many
speak of the freeing energy
the club provoked and how it
served as a safe space to be as
openly flamboyant and queer
as they wanted to be. Spanning
over four decades, Numbers
has evolved from a popular
discoteque to a notable rock
music venue, hosting acts such
as R.E.M., The Cure, and Nine
Inch Nails. Pontello frames
Numbers as a place to get
lost in the moment, then find
yourself safe at home.
—Christine M. Hamilton
In the Bones
In the Bones documents the
everyday lives of working-class
women and girls alongside
organizer Cassandra Welchlin’s
effort to pass a gender equity
pay bill in Mississippi. The
documentary immediately
declares a thesis linking the
high poverty rate among
women in Mississippi to the
underrepresentation of women
in the state’s government.
Unfortunately, the pay equity
bill appears primarily symbolic;
it’s never clear how the bill
would improve the lives of
the working-class women
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featured. Still, directors Kelly
Duane de la Vega, Jessica
Anthony, and Zandashé
Brown provide a humanistic
look at women’s lives,
weaving intimate moments
of humiliation, tenderness,
humor, and glamor. Midway
through, the documentary
expands to include the right
to abortion, a much more
compelling narrative. Despite
these bright spots, the film’s
hamfisted thesis betrays itself
as Republican women oppose
the pay equity legislation. In a
particularly devastating twist,
one of the bill’s most adamant
supporters, Republican
Attorney General Lynn Fitch,
spearheads the effort to
overturn Roe. —Rhiannon Goad

Pleistocene Park
In the remote tundra of Siberia,
environmental mad scientist
Sergey Zimov (who resembles
Alan Moore wearing a purple
beret) has been working since
the ‘90s to repopulate the
native animals of the region
in an attempt to rebuild the
“mammoth steppe” ecosystem
from 100,000 years ago. The
goal is to protect the melting
permafrost, the destruction of
which Zimov discovered would
create a carbon feedback loop
catapulting us into a worst case
scenario for global warming.
Documentary filmmaker Luke
Griswold-Tergis immerses
himself in the project of
Pleistocene Park, where he
is often chided for holding a
camera instead of tools to help.
Making treacherous crosscontinent journeys with Zimov’s
son Nikita to gather bison and
other animals, Giswold-Tergis’
heavy-handed presence in
front of the screen serves as
retrospective validation of
his role in the successes of
Pleistocene Park. While their
project might not be enough on
its own to stop climate change,
it has the potential to make a
real difference. It is a wonderful
and special joy to watch these
Siberian cowboys dedicating
their lives to rebuilding what
humans have destroyed.
—Kallie Tiffault

A Taste of Heaven: The Ecstatic
Song & Gospel of Maestro
Raymond Anthony Myles (La.)
A Taste of Heaven is a touching
tribute to New Orleans gospel
great Raymond Anthony
Myles. The documentary
opens with sweat dripping
down from Myles’ signature
Jheri curls as he waves his
hands during an impassioned
performance. Throughout this
film, viewers are graced with
some remarkable performance
footage of the late singer,
pianist, and choir director, as
well as an up-close look into
the man behind the music.
Quite a few notable figures
in the New Orleans music
community, such as Allen
Toussaint and Irma Thomas,
sing their praises of him during
interviews for the documentary.
Jazz Fest head Quint Davis
even goes so far as to argue
that Myles’ contributions to
gospel are as great as John
Coltrane’s contributions to
jazz. Big Freedia, now a globally
recognized gay icon, offers
particularly powerful testimony
about how important it felt
to see Myles, a flamboyantly
dressed gay man, captivate
church after church even while
pastors preached about the
supposed ills of homosexuality.
Despite Myles’ clear talents, his
career suffered at the hands of
gatekeepers in the gospel music
industry, who disapproved
of both his flashy style and
sexuality. Throughout A Taste
of Heaven, family members,
singers, and contemporaries
in the local church community
show just how much of an
impact Myles had despite the
barriers that stood in his way.
—William Archambeault
NARRATIVE & ANIMATED
SHORTS
Un Adiós para Lilí
A grumpy power company
meter reader (Isabel Spencer)
makes her rounds collecting
bills and threatening to shut off
delinquent customers, unless

they bribe her. She arrives at
the home of an old woman
(Venecia Feliz) who is trying
to use a broken part to connect
her power to the grid. After
the part sparks a fire, the old
woman suffers an accident, and
the meter reader is the only one
around to help. A beautiful shot
guides us, as if through the veil,
to witness the moment from an
ethereal plane as the ghost of the
woman approaches the meter
reader, who is distracted and
trying to resuscitate her body.
Together, the ghost and the
meter take on an important task.
Director Lorena Duran packs
primal emotion and terrestrial
beauty into this short, telling the
important story of connecting
to each other and the Earth in
this time of predatory capitalist
infrastructure. —Kallie Tiffault
Comadre
Comadre is a narrative short that
tracks a Mexican immigrant’s
final days of caring for a girl
she’s raised since infancy,
elucidating the emotional
complications that result
from devoting your life (and
career) to someone else’s child
with gut-wrenching precision.
Marielitos, the protagonist, is
lovingly portrayed by a woman
who also works in domestic
childcare offscreen. You ache
for Marielitos while watching
her realize that the world
expects her to see the child at
the center of her reality as just
a job, and one that is about to
unceremoniously come to an
end. But the pain is tempered
by the sweetness of Marielitos’
relationship with her young
charge, and the intricate
rendering of the many little
moments throughout the film
that illustrate the depth of
feeling between them. Since
Marielitos’ predicament is
shared by so many, this short
film is a beautiful opportunity
to reflect on the world’s many
comadres navigating the strange
world of career child-rearing
with love. —Holly Devon
Drone
Thanks to a treasure trove of
animated short films I’ve seen
on the free streaming website
Kanopy, I have come to the
conclusion that much of the
world’s best philosophizing
is currently being done in
animated shorts. The fleeting
nature of time, emotional
resistance to change, grief’s

Drone

many shades of gray—these
cartoons go there. Drone,
directed by Sean Buckelew, fits
squarely into this tradition.
The short’s protagonist is the
titular drone manufactured
by the CIA to carry its deathdealing weaponry along with AI
software whose programming
is meant to demonstrate
respect for human life. This is,
of course, a thinly veiled P.R.
stunt to assuage the nation’s
conscience about the murderous
robots our tax dollars are
daily sending into villages
around the world. But the plan
backfires disastrously when a
malfunction during a routine
demonstration leads to an
unexpected death, after which
the drone’s ethics programming
causes it to fly through the
skies weeping despondently at
the cruel fate of being created
to kill. The short has enough
obvious melodrama to avoid
taking itself too seriously—the
CIA’s ostentatiously cynical P.R.
machine is one source of comic
relief. But Buckelew is still
sufficiently sincere to offer the
audience a chance to meditate
on the Frankenstein’s monster
that is drone warfare by, like
Shelley before him, considering
the view from the perspective of
the monster. —Holly Devon

IF I GO WILL THEY MISS ME
This dreamlike short borrows
the eyes of the imaginative
young Lil Ant (Anthony Harris
Jr.), whose obsession with
the mythical Pegasus leads
him to see the potential for
flight around every corner of
his struggling neighborhood.
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His flights of imagination are
mirrored by the inundation
of air traffic that is the source
of many of his community’s
woes; Lil Ant’s family lives
right next to LAX, L.A.’s busiest
airport. A news report in the
beginning of the film reports
an aircraft “raining toxic
fuel” onto an area elementary
school, and later Lil Ant’s
father shakes his head and
tells his son that the problem
is nothing new. The hard facts
give credibility to the film’s
poetic vision: Through the eyes
of this vulnerable young boy it
becomes possible to observe
the chains of this world
alongside a simultaneous
vision of flying away from
them. —Holly Devon
DOCUMENTARY SHORTS
The Bardia
A portrait of Amal Ahamri, a
fierce and beautiful Moroccan
equestrian making her
comeback in the centuries-old
national sport of tbourida, this
documentary short is a rare
window into a dazzling world
of mounted pageantry whose
finery puts the rodeo to shame.
Tbourida is a vestige of the
Maghreb’s ancient cavalries:
Each team lines up in full
regalia—complete with antique
rifles—and is judged on their
ability to gallop and shoot in
unison. The short is a visual
feast, with frame after frame of
resplendent galloping horses
and their rifle-wielding riders.
As Ahamri says in the narration,
competing in tbourida “is like
living in a painting.” But director
Gabriella Garcia-Pardo gives
equal focus to the complicated
inner world of her subject, a
female champion of a maledominated sport who must
balance her passion for tbourida
with motherhood and daily
obligations that tug at her from
all directions. —Holly Devon

mentality. As one member
puts it, “We can’t get a job.
We can’t get nothing. That’s
why I tap dance. I’d rather
make an honest living than
get myself hurt or something
out here.” Stoudt contrasts
the members’ collegiate
ambitions with clashes against
the police. In one instance,
members narrowly avoid
being charged after getting
caught shoplifting socks from
a tourist shop. Every moment
of their lives, from entering
the pandemic to entering
fatherhood, is filtered through
tough economic realities and
New Orleans’ status as the
incarceration capital of the
United States, where 95% of
youth arrested are Black.
—William Archambeault

The Bardia

Exit 238
In a suburban parking lot
outside of Austin, Texas,
birdwatching enthusiasts
and apathetic locals gather to
witness the annual migration of
the purple martin. The film is a
character study of the parking
lot, and the pacing and mood of
the film make the viewer feel
as though they are wandering,
dreamlike, through this unlikely
watering hole. Director Henry
Davis constructs a series of
vignettes: A man has birdrelated trauma from getting
bombarded by pigeons while
exiting a train; a group of young
men hang out by their cars
encouraging their friend on his
journey to find a sugar momma,
while they hope to not be
pooped on by the massive flocks
of birds above them; an older
woman puts on a glove to pick
up a bird who has died flying into
the windows of a Chase Bank,
which ignored requests to turn
their lights off at night during
this migration. As she places
the dead bird ever so gently into
a plastic bag, she reflects on
“the perils of migration, many
of them man-made.”—Kallie
Tiffault
The Feeling of Being Close to
You 靠近你的感觉
Filmmaker Ash Goh Hua uses
old home movies alongside
audio of a candid conversation
with her mother about Hua’s
negative feelings surrounding
the way her mother raised
her. Hua’s mother explains

how nobody teaches you to
be a mother, and that her own
unhappiness affected how she
raised her kids. As we learn
Hua moved to America as a
teenager to escape oppression
from her family and the Chinese
government, themes of diaspora
and immigration within these
complex family dynamics are
deepened. This moving found
footage documentary asks the
question: Does being family
make it easier to forgive, or
make it harder? —Kallie Tiffault
Uncle at sea (Chú đi biển) (La.)
Uncle at sea (Chú đi biển)
provides a brief glimpse
into the lives of Vietnamese
fishermen in Louisiana.
Following Sài Gòn’s fall in 1975,
a fair number of Vietnamese
fishermen found themselves
starting anew in southern
Louisiana. The area’s similar
conditions allowed them to
adapt and eventually become
a vital part of the Gulf Coast
seafood industry. However,
their stories are not without
newfound hardships in the
United States. Three-and-ahalf decades after having to
leave their lives and livelihoods
in their home country behind,
these fishermen were dealt
another crippling blow by
the 2010 BP oil spill. After
having led a boat of refugees
out of Vietnam in 1982, Thiện
Nguyễn found himself once
again leading the charge. This
time, he attempted to work
past difficult language barriers

in hopes of ensuring that his
community’s subsistence
fishing would be adequately
compensated. By following
fishermen onto their boats
and listening to them tell their
stories as they work, director
Marion Hoàng Ngọc Hill allows
them to have agency over
their own narratives. Uncle at
sea is a powerful reminder of
the Vietnamese community’s
impact in Louisiana and the
hardships that many nonnative English speaking
immigrants endure in the U.S.
—William Archambeault

One Buck Won’t Hurt (La.)
One Buck Won’t Hurt is a true
New Orleans coming-of-age
story. This documentary,
which director Christopher
Stoudt made in association
with Innocence Project New
Orleans, follows four Black
tap dancers as they grow into
their late teens and try to
stay out of trouble. Members
sweat it out, working hard on
the French Quarter streets
for tips from overwhelmingly
white tourists. The four
teens aren’t fueled by a
particularly strong passion
for tap dancing, but rather a
classic New Orleans hustle
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Wild Magnolias (La.)
Wild Magnolias offers an
up close and intimate view
into its namesake. The Wild
Magnolias are arguably one
of New Orleans’ best known
groups of Black Masking
Indians, propelled by multiple
influential recordings and
the past leadership of their
former Big Chief Bo Dollis.
“As a chief, you’re more than
a chief to certain people,”
explains current Big Chief Bo
Dollis, Jr. in reference to the
position he inherited from
his father. “You gotta be a
marriage counselor, you gotta
be a friend, and some of them
you gotta be a father to.” This
short documentary follows
Dollis and other members as
they guide a new generation
into the tradition. Youngsters
gleam in accomplishment
at their suit’s progress while
somehow still finding time for
class, music lessons with The
Roots of Music, and girlfriends.
Throughout it all, viewers are
graced with incredible workin-progress footage of one of
New Orleans’ great art forms.
—William Archambeault

The 33rd New Orleans Film Festival
will take place in-person November
3 through 8, and virtually through
November 13. For more info, check out
neworleansfilmsociety.org/festival.
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Snail Mail performs at the Orpheum Theater
on October 16th. (Photo by Steven Hatley)

Spoon returns to the Toulouse Theatre on October 6th, as part of a two-night run. (Photo by Katie Sikora)
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Supporters and their families attend the Black Birth Matters gathering under the bridge at N. Claiborne and St. Anne on O
The rally was organized in part to bring awareness to the disparities and abuses Bla

October 15th, organized by the Birthmark Doula Collective, a local birth justice organization and interracial doula collective.
ack mothers face by the American medical establishment. (Photo by Dalton Spangler)

Antonio and Anjaleah Domino pose during the second line and musical celebration for the renaming of Caffin Avenue to Antoine “Fats” Domino Avenue, in
honor of their grandfather, on October 15th. (Photo by Steven Lepre)
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and melodies and pinpoints all
of that, isolates it. And then,
Tasche and the Roaches is the
easier project for me to play
loud with.

“A Bloody Love Note
to the Universe”
An interview with

Loud like grungy? Or metal-y?
A bit grungier. It was the
easiest for the Roaches to play
all around town with whoever
wanted me to play. So I threw
together a four-piece, and it was
all homies, and we just, like, play
loud. [laughs]

Tasche de la Rocha

I think a Roaches show at
Circle Bar was the last show
I saw you guys play before
everything shut down.
Yeah, we were playing with a lot
of the younger rock’n’roll groups
in town and it was really cute.

by Katie Sikora

W

ith songs crafted over the course of five years and an album
recorded during the height of the pandemic, Tasche and
the Psychedelic Roses debut a new, evolved sound on their selftitled sophomore album, released on Halloween night. The album
showcases a much heavier psych-rock‘n’roll sound for the group,
with twinges of grunge and punk, and drawing inspiration from
artists like Joe Meek, David Bowie, Nina Hagen, and Queen.
Born in Portland, Oregon, Tasche de la Rocha made her start as
a musician in New Orleans busking on the streets and used that
experience to develop her singing and songwriting to produce her
debut album, Gold Rose, with help from bandmate Joseph Faison
in 2017. With roots in R&B that reflected influences of gospel and
doo-wop, the group’s sound has grown to include a plethora of
genres that ultimately speaks more about their desire to play what
feels right or fresh versus that which they already know and have
played before. Sitting outside of The Orange Couch in the Marigny
two weeks prior to the release of her new album, I talked with
Tasche about her freshly released album, making music through a
pandemic, and saying “fuck you” to past traumas.

Can you recall when we
first spoke about doing this
interview?
God, that was months and months
ago... was that mid-pandemic?
The earliest email I had saved
of us talking about it was
from February 6, 2020.
Woooow. That’s like, early
pandemic. I think that must
have been when I was planning
on recording Tasche and the
Roaches, a different kind of
thing. I think it would have been
a lot easier! [laughs]
What did you guys end up
doing?
Tasche and the Psychedelic
Roses, which is the project I’ve
had for the longest and the thing
I’ve worked on the hardest. I
was like, if I’m gonna record and

For those who don’t know,
can you explain all the
different iterations of your
performances under your
name?
I guess there’s been three so
far, not including my solo stuff,
which is just Tasche de la Rocha.

if I have all this time—and free
time—and I’m gonna put my
heart into something, I might
as well do it in the biggest way I
possibly can, because I’m never
gonna have an opportunity to
record this project again, you
know what I mean? It was my
last chance.

So solo stuff is one, and
there’s still three others?
Yeah. First I started out with
Tasche and the Psychedelic
Roses, which was born
immediately after I came out
with my first album. I came
up with a band to play on the
album and then from there it
just turned into this very large
project, because I wanted to
have so much soundscape on
that album. I ended up calling
upon a lot of different people to
harmonize with one another, to
have backup singers, to have two
different types of guitar players
doing things I can’t do. And then
bass and rhythm, basically. That’s
the full eight-piece rock’n’roll/
psych/doo-wop band.

What does that mean, “last
chance”?
There were a lot of people moving.
Like three, four members have
moved now to new states, so it was
kind of the place and time. I think
the pandemic really made me
have the confidence to record the
full eight-piece band. Otherwise I
would have just tried to do a fourpiece with whoever was nearby,
you know? But I wanted to get the
OG sound [before everybody was
so scattered].

That’s a mouthful.
Yeah, it’s a lot. And it changes
genres so much on every
song, so it’s hard to place or
pinpoint it. And then, Tasche
and the Angels is a stripped
down version of that, but it’s
way ethereal. It’s like ethereal
doo-wop. And it’s just me and
my backup singers, and they
all have really unique voices
and it really brings out the
structures of the songwriting
and the lyrics and harmonies
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I remember ending up at that
show on accident because
ANTIGRAVITY was having
office hours there earlier in
the night. And then like three
weeks later…
I remember!
The pandemic came in
the middle of working on
this project. How has that
informed the music? How
do you see its effect on the
making of this work?
I was able to put all of my focus
into one thing. Normally I was
just running around, working
full time, playing shows every
weekend, really spread thin. And
so with everybody in my project
there was a lot of juggling
people’s schedules. But then
everybody’s schedule instantly
cleared up, so I was able to make
magic happen. It took some
alchemy to get that group of
people together. [laughs]
Who plays on the album?
First and foremost, Joseph
Faison, who recorded my last
album and helped me produce
that one, he’s playing baritone
guitar. Dave Hammer plays
lead guitar. We have the Angels,
who are Sabine McCalla, Rachel
Wolf, and Joanna Tomassoni—
who all have their own projects
as well but had joined this one
early on before they started
putting a lot more time into
theirs. Then there’s Neilson
Bernard on drums, and we did
a bunch of auditions finding
drummers and he was really
Tasche and the Psychedelic Roses play under
the Claiborne Bridge on April 10, 2021.
(Photo by Laura Borealis)

talented and a really great fit;
and [bassist] Roy Brenc, who’s
a person I’ve been playing in
New Orleans with for longer
than anyone else. [laughs] He’s
the first one I ever played music
with in New Orleans.
Pandemic aside, what did you
do to approach this album
differently?
I had a really clear idea of what
I wanted to do and was listening
to a lot of different genres, pieces
of genres and pieces of artists
and songs, and I was trying to
just grab little parts from those
and make a collage in my own
way. So I was listening, doing a
lot of research, kind of deciding
what I wanted to make. Then
once I felt like I had a pretty long
list of our songs to choose from,
I workhorsed those songs out
by playing tons of millions of
shows with my band, good and
bad. [laughs] Some [of these]
people have been working with
me forever, playing shows. I
wanted to record at the time but
I just didn’t have the time or the
money to do it. I had to wait and
I was also really intimidated by
the idea, ‘cause it just seemed
like such a big production. So I
just kept working the songs as
long as I could and then I felt
like we got to a point where
they were at their strongest and
that was a peak moment. I had
the opportunity to put them
together and really make that
concept and my ideas really
clear to a producer where he was
able to take my mindscape and
put it into soundwaves—which
was pretty cool.
And you went to [producer
and Lost Bayou Ramblers
drummer] Eric Heigle for
this one.
He did a great job, yeah. I was
able to send him a bunch of
influences and a bunch of
rehearsals and he’s seen us play,
and I just was able to put all
of my thoughts into one little
zone and he was able to help me
piece it together in a way that
made sense.
Can you describe the album,
sonically speaking?
I’d say it’s like a psychedelic
dance party in a burning
world, or something along
those lines. I feel like it’s really
dark, very cathartic, very
emotional, going through all
of the pains you have with
the biggest, most rock’n’roll

sense of mind you can have.
This album is a mood. It’s an
album for dreamers, survivors,
lovers, haters, the living, the
departed. It’s a tribute to lost
stars never discovered by the
masses. It’s an incrustation of
Decatur and Barracks in the
Quarter. It’s holding your own
with no weapons. It’s a response
to every painful word ever
absorbed. It’s a bloody love note
to the universe.
What is it like to listen to,
now that it’s done?
It feels right. After so many
years playing glam rock glitter
shows we have always wanted
to document this body of work
but never had the means or
the space or the exact right
rendition. Somehow I pushed
everything into place and I had
the opportunity to work with the

there were things that the Angels
did that really needed to be
displayed and shining through.
And that took a lot of work in the
mixing room and some things had
to be re-recorded. But we got a lot
done at Studio In The Country.
Turns out all the practicing for
months beforehand paid off.
I have gone into that studio
with bands who weren’t
fully ready to go, and no one
really knew that until they
were in there.
It’s hard to know until you’re in
there, but I knew we only had
a limited amount of time and
money, you know? We have like
five or six days there and we
have to get this amount done.
And honestly, having a producer
really helped with that because
I was able to just be a player and
focus on singing and playing

“This album is a mood. It’s
an album for dreamers,
survivors, lovers, haters, the
living, the departed. It’s a
tribute to lost stars never
discovered by the masses. It’s
an incrustation of Decatur
and Barracks in the Quarter.”
right lineup of people. It feels
like a completed piece to offer
to the people who need to hear
it. It captures so much emotion.
It makes me laugh at myself and
how much emotion I carry, and
I am also grateful that there is a
place to put it. It’s exciting and
relieving to have documented all
this hard work so it doesn’t just
dissipate into a memory. I really
encourage folks to record. It can
be stressful but in the end it’s
worth it to hold in your hands.
With so much time to work
on the project, how did you
know when it was done?
A lot goes into answering that
question because there are so
many different things that I
wanted to capture in every song
and I wrote parts for like, eight
people. I tried to make all of the
moments and parts that I wanted
to come through do the job they
needed to do. So, for instance,

and he was able to direct me as
well. I just don’t usually have
that, ‘cause everybody’s rock and
rolling with me.
Is that fun for you to have
somebody do that? Or is
that weird?
It was awesome. It really helped
me a lot because I’m usually
directing eight people, so it was
really nice for somebody else
to take the reins. It was a good
collaboration though, like the
teamwork was good. Everybody
gets along really well in our
band, thankfully.
What experiences/emotions
informed this album?
We recorded things in a way
where they’re warped. Like, if it’s
too pristine or sounds too sweet,
we added a little bit of disgust by
warping and messing with the
tape or adding little tiny bits of
guitar here and there to represent
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something like addiction to
heroin and a general darkness. A
lot of it has to do with a “fuck you”
to the circus I was raised in. They
really fucked me up.
Can I ask you more about that?
It was a slapstick/vaudeville
style circus. And there were a
lot of really talented people in
my life from there and from
that time. My whole life is
really seasoned by that and
by eventually running away
from the circus, so I was able
to tie in a lot of threads from
that and kind of make that a
theme. But it’s an inside joke,
nobody else knows about it
except for my family. One of
the songs is actually a song that
was originally called “Desert
Patrol.” It’s a marching band
song and we used to parade
around with it, so it’s like really,
really deeply embedded in me.
I came here for the first time
when I was 15 with the circus
and as soon as I got back to the
town I lived in, I started writing
music for the first time. I feel
like New Orleans gave me music
as an escape to begin with, so I
came back with it, you know?
And it’s my tribute to the city in
a way, as a thank you for giving
me this gateway away from my
past or whatever. It definitely
encapsulates a lot and I feel like
certain people from the circus
could listen to it and be like,
whoa! But I love that nobody
knows about it here because
not a lot of people know about
me being raised in the circus.
I don’t really talk about it very
often. There’s not many people
who were raised in the exact
circus that I know. But I do
know there’s people my age and
younger people who have had a
very difficult experience as well,
and I really hope the album
speaks to them, too.
What themes and messages
do you feel present
themselves in the songs?
There’s a recurring thread
of falling in love and being
heartbroken. All love, not just
romantic love; it can do with a
love for a community and being
betrayed. I have highs and then
get disappointed; it’s very much
a roller coaster ride. That’s kind
of like the vibe of the album. The
words, I’d say, are not the most
powerful part of the album but I
did that on purpose. I made the
words vague so that more people
can relate to it. It’s not specific.

KATIE SIKORA

Studio In The Country, June 2021

The emotion is in the music.
It’s in the music, yeah. It’s
in the production of these
songs that I’ve been working
on forever. King Gizzard [&
The Lizard Wizard] has a song
that says [“rattlesnake”] over
and over and over again but
there’s still so much there
emotionally. The music speaks
for itself and you can take
what you want from it... I
get insecure about the lyrics
sometimes but then remind
myself that there’s like a lot
of modern bands that do that.
[laughs] It’s been really fun
giving descriptions of the
songs now, though, because
I’m able to say what they’re
about after the fact. People
can play with that. They can
have their own experience
with the music and then they
can also take my experience if
they want to.
What is it that you hope
people are taking away from
the album?
I hope that they find catharsis.
And I hope that they’re able to
dance and have a good time. It’s
really good road trip music. It’s
fun to think about what I want
people to take from it. I want

“I really encourage folks to
record. It can be stressful but in
the end it’s worth it to hold in
your hands.”
people to relate to it and I want
people to blast it when they’re
getting ready and enjoy it, you
know? A modern rock album
they can enjoy with their friends.
Tell me about the release
show on Halloween and what
that’s gonna look like.
I’m playing with my favorite
artists in New Orleans,
Quintron and Miss Pussycat.
I’ve been wanting to since
the first time I went to their
Halloween show. It changed
my life. They actually are
a huge influence for Psych
Roses. I really love that they
put such a big production
into what they do and then
savor it. They save it for big
events and have only a couple
shows a year. I love that. They
remind me of the things that I
love from my life, but they’re
totally different from my life.
But they are very theatrical
and have puppets and it’s just

so weird what they do! I’m just
so honored. They don’t know
how honored I am.
Yeah, that’s like a New
Orleans stamp of approval.
I feel like once I do that, I’m good,
you know? It’s like, OK, cool, I
never have to do anything else
ever again. And I love who they
choose to play with too because
it’s always so unpredictable.
They’ve played with some very,
very bizarre artists and it goes so
well with their vision. They just
have a really clear vision and I
really respect that. It’s gonna be
really fun.
What song or songs off the
album are you most excited to
play live for the first time?
I’d say “Dying Art” is really
fun because it just changes
so much. Yeah, that one
speeds up and slows down and
changes rhythm, so hopefully
it’ll be fun.
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An interview two-and-a-half,
closer to three years, in the
making.
Yeah, totally! [laughs]
We did it.
Yay!
Good luck at the show! And
please tell the band thank
you for the most wonderful
game of sardines I’ve ever
played in my life.
[laughs] That’s great. They’re
the best.

Tasche and The Psychedelic Roses’ new
self-titled sophomore album is available
at taschedelarocha.bandcamp.com.
A music video for “Happy Song”
will be released on November 11,
available to watch on YouTube and at
tascheandthepsychedelicroses.com.
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REVIEWS

BJÖRK
FOSSORA
(ONE LITTLE
INDEPENDENT)
The 10th studio album from
Björk—Fossora (the madeup, feminized form of the
Latin word for “dig”)—is
a baroque wonderland
which spans orchestral and
traditional Icelandic music,
avante-garde pop, and gabber,
the hardcore techno subgenre. Fossora is, in part, a
tribute to Björk’s mother
(environmental activist Hildur
Rúna Hauksdóttir, who died in
2018) as well as an exploration
of hope, grief, connection, and
matriarchy. As she has done
on previous albums, these
concepts are examined through
parallels to the natural world;
in this case, via the life cycles
and interconnectedness of
fungi. Fossora is not the most
accessible album: The songs
can be challenging at times,
and the fungal imagery a bit
heavy-handed, though that
is not to scare off potential
listeners. “Sorrowful Soil”
and “Ancestress,” a set of
eulogies for her mother, find
Björk processing her grief
and memories in all their
complexity. “Victimhood,”
its fog horns evoking selfpity and folk-horror, is a
rumination on the sacrifices
often expected of matriarchs.
Other standouts include the
bright and erotic “Fungal City”
(featuring serpentwithfeet),
and the meditative closer “Her
Mother’s House” (featuring
Björk’s daughter, Isadora
Bjarkardóttir Barney). If you
have the time to commit, there
is great beauty and universality
to this set of songs.
—Mary Beth Campbell

THE CASUAL DOTS
SANGUINE TRUTH
(IXOR STIX)
Nearly two decades after their
self-titled debut, Dischord
scene pop/garage-rock trio The
Casual Dots has returned with
Sanguine Truth. A supergroup
of sorts forged in the early
2000s DC D.I.Y./punk realm,
The Casual Dots is comprised
of Christina Billotte (Slant
6, Quix*o*tic, Autoclave) on
vocals and guitar, Kathi Wilcox
(Bikini Kill, Frumpies) on
guitar and backing vocals, and
Steve Dore (Snoozers, Deep
Lust) on drums. Produced by
Guy Picciotto of Fugazi, the
album’s 10 songs were written
and recorded between 2004
and 2019. Their sound remains
delightfully quirky, minimalist
pop music shaped by ‘60s-style
drum beats, intersecting punk
guitars, and Billotte’s strong
yet sweet vocal stylings. “The
Frequency of Fear,” written
and recorded in January 2016,
seems to foretell what was to
come, politically and socially
(“Placating fear with power and
greed / Never satisfies fear /
Never satisfies need / You must
remember”). Other tracks, like
the haunting “Descending,”
pull from painful personal
memories past (“Feelings lie,
they don’t go away / Music
from another time, delayed”).

There is a timelessness to these
songs and, with that, a sense of
urgency: for the events which
are still to come, and for the
time that continues to slip
away. —Mary Beth Campbell

persuaded by Thundercat’s
virtuosic car chase of a song, “I
Love Louis Cole,” and give the
infectiously funky “Dead Inside
Shuﬄe” a spin. —Sabrina Stone

LOUIS COLE
QUALITY OVER OPINION
(BRAINFEEDER)

CONNIE PRICE & THE
KEYSTONES ft. RAKAA
IRISCIENCE
FOR THE WICKED 7”
(SUPERJOCK)

Looking at this neon-clad giraffe
of a human, you’d never guess
that you were in the presence
of a funk master, but Louis Cole
can hold his own against the
greats. On Quality Over Opinion,
Cole lays down heavy grooves
on drums, keys, and bass, topped
with delicate falsetto vocals that
showcase his particular brand
of quirky, ironic lyrics (“I do
my part / I fight for shit / equal
rights for male angler fish”).
With Ben Folds-esque charm
and arrangement ambition, Cole
could be looking at a lifetime
of cult hits—that is not to say,
however, that every track on
this dancey, orchestral space
odyssey is a winner. Indulgently
overlong, clocking in at 70
minutes, Quality Over Opinion
could have benefited from some
stern production cuts. On “I’m
Tight” he croons, “Thoughts
like this, they come to me / I like
these thoughts, I let them be”
and the album reads that way,
jumping from pop-funk tune to
instrumental piece to a heavy
dubstep song called “Let Me
Snack” to a lighthearted acoustic
tune called “Forgetting.” If
you’ve never listened to Louis
Cole, allow yourself to be

GOT SOMETHING
FOR REVIEW???
Send physical copies to:
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Send digital ﬁles (including
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“For The Wicked” strikes
gold on several levels.
Jay “J-Zone” Mumford’s
drums are absolutely
enormous and Julius
Augustus holds down the
rest of the solid groove
on the bass. Dan Hastie’s
organ weaves in and out
of the ghostly backing
vocals masterfully. The
track has old skool West
Coast hip-hop vibes,
which makes sense,
as Rakaa Iriscience is
old skool West Coast
hip-hop (Remember
Dilated Peoples?!).
Professor Shorthair’s
b-side remix brings
individual instruments
to the front in a way that
gives each one extra
punch and weight, so
as you flip the 7” back
and forth, one side
illuminates the other.
Once you’ve settled into
the track, lyrics pop
out: “Bulbancha: many
tongues translating the
facts.” This is an artful
New Orleans history
lesson, à la 79rs Gang—
“Voodoo Queen Marie
Laveau laying visions
out / Helping families
and community, even
business out / The black
magic of black magic /
Spells and amulets / The
Gris Gris / The offerings
made.” It’s a tale of
vengeance, where every
word is meaningful, and
yes, much is done in

Cajun French. “For The
Wicked” would not exist
without the excellent
Dan Ubick (a.k.a. Connie
Price). If you listen
hard, you can hear that
extra texture of Steve
McCormick on dobro
and, of course, just for
frosting on top, the
recording was mastered
by Dave Cooley (J Dilla,
Madlib). —Sabrina Stone

is no posturing on Save the Baby;
these are working-class anthems
which inspire joy and reflection
about one’s own sense of self and
place. —Mary Beth Campbell

HAL LAMBERT AND
MITCHELL MOBLEY
RAT TATTOO
(TENTATIVE POWER)

ENUMCLAW
SAVE THE BABY
(LUMINELLE)
Tacoma, Washington band
Enumclaw have declared
themselves the best band since
Oasis. This confidence is not
unwarranted—since their
formation in July 2019, the fourpiece (named for the small city
that is the gateway to Mount
Rainier) has been gaining buzz
not only in the rejuvenated
Seattle-Tacoma music scene but
across the Atlantic as well. Save
the Baby, their full-length debut,
is a solid set of fuzzy, guitarheavy grunge-pop anthems.
In addition to Oasis and other
Britpop stalwarts, the band’s
influences include hip-hop
(frontman Aramis Johnson was
active in the Tacoma hip-hop
scene before forming the band),
pop, and, perhaps unavoidably,
the Seattle grunge scene of the
1990s. Amidst the bravado and
guitar rock heroics, there is a lot
of vulnerability to the songs on
Save the Baby. On “Park Lodge,”
Johnson processes the loss of
his father as a child and the
struggles he and his family faced
(“You don’t know what it’s like /
To watch your mother sleep on a
couch / I had to change my life”).
Other standout tracks include
“2002” and “Jimmy Neutron.”
The album’s through line is the
desire to escape from cyclical
trauma and achieve greatness.
Aside from the self-comparisons
to the Gallagher brothers, there

This collaboration between
Baton Rouge musicians
Hal Lambert and Mitchell
Mobley captures a lot of the
angst of early pandemic days.
Recorded over a weekend in
the fall of 2020, this cathartic,
experimental record weighs
heavy with a sense of builtup frustration and general
yearning for any kind of release.
Rat Tattoo is a challenging yet
rewarding listen that fuses
the abrasive nature of noise
music (“Prisoners“) with the
feedback-laden repetition of
more out-there psychedelic rock
(“Warm Gin”). Lambert feels
like the driving force behind this
collaboration with his eccentric
guitar playing and layers of
loops, while Mobley’s minimal
yet solid drumming grounds
these pieces from going too far
into outer space. Rat Tattoo
and a recent video of the duo
performing new improvisations
on Baton Rouge college radio
station KLSU both serve as great
reminders that Louisiana holds
a lot of captivating underground
music beyond the bounds
of New Orleans. —William
Archambeault
M.I.A.
MATA
(ISLAND)
Though it won’t go down as
her most memorable work,
there’s plenty to like about
MATA, the sixth album from
Maya Arulpragasam (or, as the
world has known her since she
stormed on the scene in the
early 2000s: M.I.A.). You’ll find
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it easy enough to bop around
to her proprietary blend of hiphop, electronica, and traditional
Tamil sounds—with quality
production from respected
names like Diplo, Rick Rubin,
Pharrell Williams, and Skrillex,
to name a few. There are some
curveballs, like the strippeddown “100% Sustainable”—a
lo-fi, analog, almost spokenword piece over what we can
presume to be live Tamil singers
and hand-clappers, as she signs
off with, “This is 100% organic
/ Human made, with care / No
pestibeats.” Her most recent
single “Beep” marks a high point
(“I can’t please everyone, I’ma
let it beep, beep, beep!” is almost
too fun to sing along to); but even
so, it’s hard to see it launching
the album and M.I.A. into the
zeitgeist like “Galang” and
“Paper Planes” did for her earlier
albums. And maybe she’s fine
with that, but she spends a lot
of time on the album seemingly
on the defensive: “Censor me
‘cause you can’t make sense
of me” (from “Energy Freq”);
“Cut my losses, ball and chain /
I don’t want no fakes speaking
my name” (from “K.T.P. (Keep
The Peace)”). MATA itself,
especially in the mouth of one
who might drop their R’s, sounds
a lot like “martyr,” and the
recently-declared born-again
Christian M.I.A. graces its cover
in a makeshift crown of thorns.
Perhaps the years in the public
eye as M.I.A., often flecked with
controversy over the provocative
content of her music or her
Twitter behavior, have begun to
wear on Maya. —Angela Calonder

Funeral” and “Shades of Winter”
are downers in the best sense
of the word. This batch of songs
feels more contemplative and
less dancefloor oriented than
their pre-pandemic debut album
The Miserablist. Significant
personnel changes since
those 2019 sessions yielded
a two-guitar configuration
that adds a much welcomed
depth to the group’s oblique
songs. Omenbringer’s title
track embraces the hypnotic
repetition of guitars steeped
in post-punk and shoegaze
textures. Missing’s songs are
also considerably longer this goaround, giving their music more
room to breathe and explore the
emotional depth that serves as
the core of their sound. From
start to finish, Omenbringer
serves as a beautiful reflection
of just how far we have all come
in recent years of anguish
and hardship. —William
Archambeault

MISSING
OMENBRINGER
(SELF-RELEASE)

Destruction of, Vol. 1, the latest
EP from New Orleans band
People Museum, is an intimate
and dreamy collection of
songs inspired by the works
of French-American artist
Louise Bourgeois. Over the
eight decades of her career,
Bourgeois—best known for her
large-scale installations and
sculptures—explored personal

Like all of us, the members of
Missing have grown and suffered
in varying ways over the course
of the pandemic. The local goths’
new EP Omenbringer puts those
transformative emotions on
display. Tracks like “Victorian

themes of trauma, sexuality,
gender, and family through her
art. Vocalist Claire Givens was
inspired by Bourgeois’ work last
year. Fortuitously, the band was
selected for the 2021-2022 New
Orleans Museum of Art (NOMA)
Creative Assembly, and Givens’
songs became Destruction Of,
Vol. 1 (inspired by Bourgeois’
1974 installation “The
Destruction of the Father”).
According to Givens, the album
title “is like a negative image, but
also could be destruction of how
we’ve communicated for the
past 30 years… let’s break down
how comfortable we’ve been as
a family in communication in
a certain way, and now we can
be adults together and grow.”
The songs on the EP are rich
and complex and find Givens
and bandmate Jeremy Phipps
exploring family and home in
homage to Bourgeois. People
Museum’s unique sound—
electro dream pop with New
Orleans brass elements—takes
on a darker, moodier tone across
the EP, keeping with the themes
and art which inspired it. There
is a beautiful sense of discomfort
in these songs, which leave a
moving and indelible impression
long after the last notes have
ended. (People Museum will
be performing the songs from
Destruction of, Vol. 1 under the
Bourgeois spider sculpture in
the NOMA sculpture garden on
Sunday, December 4.) —Mary
Beth Campbell

folk ballads showcase her
prowess as a storyteller and
allow just enough space for
self-reflection in the wake
of the destruction of her
brutal marriage. On the track
“Sentimental Pessimism (Part
1)” Powell acknowledges her
downfall—“Leave it to me
to imprison myself with my
freedom / Leave it to me to drag
demons kicking and screaming
/ To the gates of heaven / And
expect to be let in.” Later, on
“Murderer’s Row,” Powell
owns her actions, singing, “I
have been the poison / But I
couldn’t be the cure / And for
whatever reason / You’ve never
asked for any more.” Powell’s
compositions feel larger than
life thanks to her emotional
vocals and instrumentals
featuring the symphonic
stylings of accomplished
violinist Kieran Ledwidge. The
Starter Wife is more than a
therapeutic journey through
grief; it’s an 11-track nod to
the solace that often precedes
liberation. —Shirani Jayasuriya

SODOMITE
DEMO 22’
(SELF-RELEASE)

PEOPLE MUSEUM
DESTRUCTION OF, VOL.1
(STRANGE DAISY /
COMMUNITY)

DAPHNE PARKER POWELL
THE STARTER WIFE
(PLEASURE LOVES
COMPANY)
Instead of wallowing in the
misery of a recent divorce,
singer/songwriter Daphne
Parker Powell leans into
heartache on her skillfully
crafted and cathartic sixth
album, The Starter Wife. Now
living in New Orleans, the
Connecticut native’s vintage
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This demo is 11 minutes of
local crusty hardcore executed
with plenty of attitude.
Sodomite first came to my
attention when I saw social
media clips of their fiery set
opening for rising punk flag
bearers Soul Glo at Siberia.
Another clip of a post-puppet
parade DIY show captures the
band performing outdoors next
to a sizable flame and hoards
of sweaty heathens running
into each other with puppets
in hand. This demo doesn’t
captivate me quite as much
as that vibrant live footage,
which showcases the band’s
ability to play with the type
of agency that calls for the
very downfall of civilization.
These grimy demo recordings,

made by their drummer True
in a warehouse, are raw punk
with a real emphasis on the
raw. As such, they hint more
at the band’s potential rather
than creating a definitive
document of the band’s
catharsis. Thick distorted bass
often overpowers the guitars
on these five songs for a sound
steeped in crud. Vocals that
recall the pent-up anger and
anxieties of Dystopia fit well
with Sodomite’s oppressive
sound. —William Archambeault

WHAT A WASTE
DEMO 2022
(SELF-RELEASE)
After a busy two-and-ahalf years as New Orleans’
noisemaker galore Shitload,
Bobby Bergeron is back with a
real band playing punk music
again. This time around, the
Paranoize zine head honcho
has teamed up with his former
A Hanging drummer Billy
Bones and past members from
local horror punk mainstays
The Pallbearers and deceased
hardcore group AR-15. If any of
those names mean anything to
you then you probably already
know what to expect from this
demo. These four songs are
the type of gnarly throwback
hardcore punk that made the
members’ past bands staples in
the New Orleans underground
scene. On opener “Nailed To
Your Southern Cross,” vocalist
Dave Boss plots his gory revenge
against backwards, conservative
Southern Christians. Moshworthy, speedy guitar chugging
soundtracks his exploits as he
threatens to feed them to the
dogs. Nothing about this demo
feels earth-shatteringly new, but
that isn’t the point of this band.
Like their previous groups,
What A Waste is an attempt at
keeping the angsty music that
defined their formative years
alive in New Orleans. —William
Archambeault

LOUIE ZONG
BUSINESS!
(SELF-RELEASE)
Business! continues Louie Zong’s
streak as a ridiculously prolific
internet musician with a knack
for bizarrely themed albums.
This year alone, he’s already
self-released the soundtrack for
an imaginary ‘90s cartoon (funky
friends), re-imagined Animal
Crossing tunes in the style of
King Gizzard & The Lizard
Wizard (K.K. Gizzard), and even
made an album entirely using
the 2008 Nintendo DS game
WarioWare D.I.Y. (garlic jam).
He aptly describes Business!,
his latest release at the time of
writing, as “a library of cheesy
retro corporate music.” While
most musicians would probably
balk at such a label, Zong
embraces it. He leans hard into
keyboard sounds that might
have felt futuristic decades ago
(“Calcutron 8000!”), cliché sax
melodies (“Close the Deal!”),
and dated smooth bass lines
(“Computer Lounge!”). He even
employs the vibraslap on “The
Big Conference!” to great effect.
Throughout it all, Zong manages
to turn this business project
into something that is actually
quite fun. For instance, it’s hard
not to bop my head to the selfadmittedly tacky jazz fusion of
“Groovy Graphs! (A).” This may
be Zong’s attempt at “corporate
music” but it feels far more
human than the cold material
that inspired this endeavor.
—William Archambeault
HAUNTED HOUSE PARTY
MONSTER’S DELIGHT
(STRANGE DAISY)
In late September, local label
Strange Daisy dropped another
batch of spooky Halloween
beats from the ever mysterious
Haunted House Party. Haunting
season may technically be over
but there is still a lot of fun to
be had with these vibed-out
instrumentals. Monster’s Delight
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follows a similar layout as the
project’s self-titled debut, leaning
on the type of offbeat, sampleheavy production that made MF
DOOM a worldwide villain. Much
like the way DOOM hid behind
a mask, little is known about
the mysterious figure(s) behind
these beats. Sinister song titles
like “tombstoned,” “creature
feature,” and “howl at tha moon”
give you a pretty good idea of
what to expect. Some may argue
that this is the type of seasonal
music that should be discarded
once you flip the calendar page
to November; I’d counter that
this record’s appeal is more like
Halloween candy post-October.
Throw on this record and you can
have a Haunted House Party of
your own any time of year.
—William Archambeault

WALT BOGDANICH AND
MICHAEL FORSYTHE
WHEN MCKINSEY COMES
TO TOWN: THE HIDDEN
INFLUENCE OF THE
WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL
CONSULTING FIRM
(DOUBLEDAY)
As the authors document, the
consulting firm McKinsey has
had ties to enough scandals over
the past few decades that if this
were a work of fiction, it would be
over the top. McKinsey advised
OxyContin-maker Purdue
Pharma on how to sell more of
its addictive drug, suggested
to tobacco companies how to
sell more of theirs, created a
report highlighting prominent
Saudi dissidents shortly before
journalist Jamal Khashoggi’s
murder, guided privatizations
in post-Thatcher Britain,
partied in the Chinese region
of Xinjiang a few miles from an
internment camp, and suggested

ICE cut spending on food for
detained migrants. The engaging
reporting by two New York
Times investigative journalists
is beyond scrupulous, including
indicating when McKinsey only
loosely links to some debacle
or when the firm objected to
their characterizations. What is
lacking is a sense of the people
involved: When consultants
or customers are mentioned
by name, there’s little more
than a quick sketch of who they
are. Their interchangeability
might be significant to deeper
understanding, with McKinsey
often seemingly brought in
not because it has a pool of
extraordinary geniuses, but
rather to give cynical but obvious
advice. But such questions will
have to wait for another book,
since the authors stick purely
to the facts and don’t even dip a
toe into any theories that might
explain McKinsey’s role in the
world. —Steven Melendez
KEITH KNIGHT
GOOD ON BOTH SIDES: A
(TH)INK ANTHOLOGY
(KEITH KNIGHT PRESS)
Political cartoons are by
nature often pedantic, more
often boring, and at worst
indecipherable. These things
are designed to elicit a simple
response after reading, to spur
a metaphorical pump or shake
of the fist at the cartoon’s obtuse
subject matter. Keith Knight
has fully infused his personality
into his work, and this allows
him to surpass the fuddy-duddy
cartoonists of yore in Good On
Both Sides, the newest paperback
collection of (Th)ink, an often
one-panel political cartoon
that feels autobiographical and
frequently leaves the reader

feeling smarter, more humble,
sometimes uncomfortable—but
always engaged. One strip shows
an angry man, after demanding
that a ticket-seller allow him
entry to the advertised Women’s
Only “Free Screening Today,”
recoiling in terror after he learns
the event is for free pap smears.
A recurring format Knight gets a
lot of mileage out of is the quote
cartoon, which predates the
pseudo-inspirational memes
made infamous in Facebook
feeds everywhere. In these,
Knight highlights a worthy
individual with a portrait and an
actual quote of theirs you may
have never heard—one features
W.E.B. Du Bois stating, among
other things, “Ignorance is a
cure for nothing.” I had no idea
W.E.B. stood for William Edward
Burghardt, nor was I aware that
German Neo-Nazis have taken
to flying the Confederate Flag as
a replacement for the bannedin-Germany swastika, but
these are the sort of Fun Facts
the cartoonist feels you should
know. Knight’s name is surely
recognized by local readers—(Th)
ink and/or The K Chronicles have
appeared in ANTIGRAVITY
since issue #1; and in 2021 his art
appeared on a poster for Susan
Hutson’s campaign for Orleans
Parish Sheriff. As the title alludes,
Good On Both Sides contains
a lot of Trump material and, if
you’re not a fan of the “Dotardin-Chief,” there are plenty of
fist pumps ahead. If you’re a
supporter, the recreation of his
famous John Hancock with the
question “What do you see in this
picture? A: The 45th President’s
Signature or B: Klan Rally”
may rankle, but you may also
unexpectedly find inspiration in
Thelonious Sphere Monk (points
if you knew his middle name was
Sphere) saying “Sometimes it’s
to your advantage for people to
think you’re crazy.”
—Leo McGovern
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SKOTTIE YOUNG /
HUMBERTO RAMOS /
EDGAR DELGADO
STRANGE ACADEMY:
WISH-CRAFT
(MARVEL)
Doctor Strange’s academy for
students of the mystic arts
faces an ancient evil in New
Orleans who is willing to prey on
children. While Doctor Strange
is deceased in Strange Academy
issues 13 to 18, an entity known
as Gaslamp thwarts educator
Doctor Voodoo and his students
through mystical wish dealing.
The tall, dark figure makes
bargains based on customers
receiving magical upgrades in
return. Gaslamp’s deals in New
Orleans even tango with the
Marvel Universe’s descendant of
the legendary Marie Laveau, the
zombified Zoe Laveau of Strange
Academy. The teens of Strange
Academy are haunted by events
like a New Orleans graveyard
tour, Gaslamp’s plotting on the
youth, dark fortune telling of
the future, and typical unstable
control over students’ magical
powers. The city of New Orleans
is artist Humberto Ramos’ canvas
for students getting into trouble
due to their own delusions of
grandeur, inside and outside of
school. Writer Skottie Young
weaves an information network
inside the city that features all
types of people, whether it’s the
evil Gaslamp, French Quarter
shopkeepers, old lady fortune
tellers, or magic users like Doctor
Voodoo that the students find
themselves connected to in their
life journey. New Orleans brings
them all together in dangerous
circumstances. Like Gaslamp
dealing wishes on the streets
and alleys, New Orleans itself
has an enormous influence over
cont’d on pg. 44
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REVIEWS
cont’d from pg. 42
the book’s main characters,
misguided youth. The scenarios
that unfold echo emotional teen
drama, but a nice balance is
struck with the stakes escalating
further into the darkness,
despite Doctor Voodoo providing
protection. —Jamal Melancon

RENEE BENSON
REQUIEM FOR A STRANGER
(CAC)
“Requiem for a Stranger” is the
brainchild of the CAC Artist
in Residence Renee Benson,
and the culmination of the
institution’s year-long series
of community events and
workshops, “The Gorgeous
Offerings.” An experimental
performance combining
music and movement, the
collaboration between Benson
and the movement group
Vagabond Inventions is an
exploratory meditation on, in
the words of its creators, “the
heartspace of grief and loss.”
Benson is a phenomenal vocal
artist, fluent in a variety of
musical styles, so this was a
great opportunity to watch her
play. From guttural crooning,
vocal looping, and sky-high cries
to what can only be described as
a hyperventilation aria, Benson

TIPS FROM THERIOT
cont’d from pg. 9

residue that is left over after
you banish this funk a cinch
to wash away. Imagine trying
to wash dirt off the outside of
your home with just a spigot
and no hose, cupping the water
in your hands and throwing
it at the house. That would be
really annoying, right? Well,
it’s the same level of annoyance
having to clean shower walls
off with just the bathtub faucet
and a traditional shower head:
You have to use your hands or
a cup to rinse everything off.
Bummer. 3: Matte paint. I don’t
understand this choice of paint
at all. I think it lacks pizzazz!
It’s just a rough texture with a
dull look. Another thing about
it that perturbs me is that
its rutted surface holds onto

brought new meaning to the
concept of vocal range. Her
stranger sounds were offset by
some truly gorgeous singing
which she delivered with the
intensity of an opera star. Taken
together, the mixture of vocal
stylings brought the audience
on a journey through the world
of grief before delivering us
gently to a kinder shore. The
movement aspect complimented
this journey nicely; the dancers
of Vagabond Inventions
added layers of texture and
narrative complexity. But it
was Benson, from her vocals to
her undeniable stage presence,
that carried the performance
and ushered the audience
into its expanse of feeling.
Leaving the theater having
grieved and healed alongside
her felt like undergoing a kind
of purification—the perfect
end to a CAC series designed
to “support healing from the
ruptures of the COVID-19
pandemic.” —Holly Devon
dirt with an iron fist. When
cleaning, you really have to use
all of the grease in your elbows
to get the filth off. I often have
to use my homemade sanitizer
spray, a scouring pad, and Bon
Ami (all-natural cleanser) to
make any progress. Sometimes
no amount of scrubbing will get
rid of stains. For my money, I’m
buying semi-gloss paint. Semigloss has a smooth finish and
dirt usually slides right off with
just a cleaning solution and a
rag. I promise.

Got cleaning questions? Email me:
isabel@antigravitymagazine.com
illustrations by Ben Claassen III | @dirtfarm

THE FAMILY LINE
DIR. CHRIS KAMINSTEIN
& RICHON MAY
(GOAT IN THE ROAD)
Discussing history with those
who aren’t quite so obsessed
with it as I am has shown me
how rarely people imagine it
happening to living, breathing
individuals like themselves.
And who can blame them?
History gets taught to us flat, a
compressed series of dull facts
that we are forced to memorize
and regurgitate without ever
being given a chance to recognize
ourselves in these stories. This is
a particularly unfortunate state
of affairs in New Orleans, whose
labyrinthine history rivals far
more ancient cities in its intrigue
and power, and within which
hides the keys to our modern
collective identity.
Fortunately, help is on the way
thanks to a spectacular immersive
play called The Family Line. Set in
1892, the play concerns the New
Orleans General Strike—one of
the greatest racially integrated
labor successes in American
history—and offers the audience
a choose-your-own-adventure
meander through the back rooms
and courtyard of the BeauregardKeyes House. These rooms are
the same ones which were once
rented out to working class
French Quarter residents like
those featured in The Family
Line, and it is astonishing how
thoroughly you are transported
to their world, one where Sicilian,
Black, and Creole-speaking
people lived together in a tightlywoven social fabric.
The history of late 19th century
New Orleans is a painful one;
the community The Family Line
allows you to become part of
was under constant threat from
the forces of capitalism and
white supremacy. For decades
prior, white terrorists unleashed
terrible violence all across the
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state to roll back the Black
political gains of Reconstruction
and establish their iron grip
over the Louisiana government.
But as this play shows you, New
Orleanians never took this lying
down. During the General Strike,
30,000 people, led by a triple
alliance of racially integrated
unions, refused to work. They
shut down commerce all over
the city, and resisted a unified
newspaper campaign to sow
racial hatred among the strikers.
When the militia was sent in
under the order of the white
supremacist governor to bear
down on the supposed mob, they
found an orderly, united working
class who didn’t need violence to
articulate their demands, many
of which were met in short order.
The Family Line does not seek
to tell you a complete history of
this strike; pieces of the bigger
picture come through in snatches
of dialogue and impassioned
speeches by those characters
agitating for a better world. But
the focus on the intricate details
of daily life amidst the weather
patterns of history is where its
genius lies—the dialogue never
forces facts down your throat.
Instead, you are asked to observe
the deep, emotional ties of
unique individuals deciding how
to meet their historical moment.
The actors, who all participated
in writing the script and forming
their characters, are so good
at ignoring their audience that
soon you begin to feel like a ghost
in another century, your flesh
and blood disappearing into the
walls as you inhabit these past
memories. It is heart-wrenching
to exit the cozy warren of rooms
and re-enter the modern French
Quarter populated by Mardi Gras
bead-bedecked tourists, knowing
you are leaving behind wise,
passionate people who you have
come to love, and whose struggle
you will surely want to carry
on. (The Family Line runs until
November 20.) —Holly Devon

notes 2 sk8r boyz
#3
to: bobNOTbobby
hi!
remember me?
that grl u met in barns & noble
by the cosmos and teen vogues
u told me that guyz look @ grls
and the 1st thing they notice
is if grls paint their toenails
or not
was that really tru?!?!
cuz if not
ill remember that
until im in my late 20’s
and im lookin down
at my unpainted toes
b4 meeting a guy 4 drinks
yeah
ill b thinkin bout what u said
in the barns & noble
by the cosmos and teen vogues
—jesstaylor19
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Additionally, more funding
options are available to startups. “A lot of lending capital
available to cooperatives comes
from investments from other
successful cooperatives,” says
Boyer.
***
Despite the growth of workerowned co-ops, the industry
remains small—the Democracy
at Work Institute’s 2021 state of
the sector report stated that the
median size of the cooperatives
in their study was six workers,
and there are likely under 1,000
such co-ops in the country.
Similarly, though the growth of
unions in the retail and grocery
sector has increased in the
number of workplaces covered,
union membership on the whole
in the United States has overall
continued to decline despite an
uptick in support.
“I think it’s a history of an
attack on the working class,”
says Rebecca Lurie, who runs
the Community and Worker
Ownership Project at the
CUNY School of Labor and
Urban Studies.
Though Lurie sees workerowned cooperatives as
compatible with all types of
labor organizing, they have
encountered organizers
who are hostile to the idea of
worker-ownership, considering
it antithetical to unionism.
However, Lurie sees the
cooperative economy as fighting
for ownership for workers,
rather than letting private
equity “run the game.”
“We’ve now acquiesced all the
running of things to the owners,”
Lurie says, and sees a lot of laws
governing unions in the United
States as ultimately structured
within a deeply unequal system.
From cooperative economies,
workers stand to gain agency
in their workplaces, in the face
of intersecting oppressions.
New Orleans remains a deeply
unequal city, with a steep racial
wealth gap; co-ops can allow
people without substantial
personal wealth or access to
credit—particularly Black
potential business owners, who
face intense discrimination

when applying for loans—the
chance to become business
owners who accrue equity in
a way that workers without
an ownership stake cannot.
Cooperative members are
also peers—Lurie mentions in
the wake of a family tragedy,
for instance, workers may
find community in their coowners that they would not in
a traditional workplace (not
to mention flexibility to take
bereavement leave).
And there is grief all around us.
To be even remotely conscious
in these times means an
awareness of living between
successive catastrophes: viral,
economic, and climatic. After
one such apocalypse, the BP
oil spill in 2010, New Orleans
saw the creation of a new co-op,
VEGGI. In 2011, VEGGI started

into the cooperative by paying
one quarter of their profits,
keeping the remaining 75%.
The co-op’s share then goes
to pay for supplies, bills, and
other overhead expenses.
With the cooperative, the
growers have access to a wellknown brand, staff to work the
farmers markets, marketing
resources, and land.
“It is very difficult in the state
of Louisiana to be an accredited
cooperative. Probably the
biggest hurdle is the state to
recognize this type of model,”
says Edwards.
The new worker-owners at
both Velveteen and Bellegarde
also mentioned that finding
an attorney experienced in
cooperative law and Louisiana
law was challenging. In some

MADELINE EDWARDS

OWNING THE MEANS

Thanh Nguyễn and Thăm Nguyễn (right to left) were the first farmers to join VEGGI
Farmers Cooperative, and built the aquaponics system and greenhouse structures.

as a vocational training program
in aquaponics and sustainable
micro-farming, targeting
people in New Orleans East’s
Vietnamese community who
lost their fishing livelihoods.
“So many folks lost their jobs.
We started as an urban farming
initiative to get folks working
again and bringing in consistent
and sustainable income through
environmentally friendly urban
farming practices,” says Maddiy
Edwards, VEGGI’s operations
and marketing manager.
Eleven years later, VEGGI’s
workers make delectable
tofu and soymilk, and grow
herbs and produce sold at
New Orleans farmers markets
and directly to restaurants.
There are six growers in the
cooperative; the farmers pay

countries such as Italy, Brazil,
and Spain, cooperatives are
managed with special laws,
even (in the case of Spain) as
a third sector, distinct from
corporations and nonprofits,
which allows for more favorable
regulation that encourages
cooperatives to form.
“Through COVID we saw
what co-ops could do in lean
times,” says Lurie. A 2020
survey of 142 U.S. cooperatives
by the Democracy at Work
Institute showed that
40% were involved with
mutual aid networks. As the
pandemic trudges on and the
precarity of our position in an
environmental sacrifice zone
only increases, it is clear that
strong communities are the
most critical resource when
crisis occurs.
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While large corporations
have lobbyists, cooperatives
can work to advance their
agendas locally. With members
controlling their budget, a
co-op might decide that they
want to formally integrate
community work by paying
for time they spend organizing
outside the cooperative, for
things that ultimately benefit
the collective and community.
In our conversation, Lurie
cites adrienne maree brown’s
work Emergent Strategy: “what
we practice at the small scale
sets the pattern for the whole
system.”
Worker co-ops create
opportunities for people to build
equity as business owners who
wouldn’t otherwise be able to,
to empower laborers in their
workplaces, and practice direct
democracy. Yet cooperatives are
not perfect. They are businesses,
and there is always the risk that
the business will fail. For Boyer,
the C4 collective member and
board member of the USFWC, “a
cooperative is not some utopia;”
however, “it’s the economic
option in our society that is the
most fair for the most people.”
Cooperatives hold the potential
to build power and equity
among working people. They
intrinsically build connections
between people and empower
them within their workplaces—
perhaps if they flourish in
New Orleans it can go beyond
that too. Each passing day
it’s tempting to despair at the
crushing problems surrounding
us, like encroaching water on
all sides. Cooperatives and their
ethos of community remind
us that there are solutions,
and what’s more, there are
people around us who are
implementing them.
As Lurie asks me, “Are we all
gonna be workers, or are we
gonna run the shit we got?”

Illustrations by Deanna Larmeu
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car. The whole procedure should
look something like this:
1. Park the running car close
enough for the jumper
cables to reach from one
battery to the other. Face
to face usually works best,
but side by side can work
in a tight spot as well. The
cars should not touch, and
should be turned off and
in “park.”
2. Connect the red jumper
cable first to the positive
battery terminal of the
donor working battery,
then to the positive
battery terminal of the
dead battery. The positive
terminals will be marked
with a “+” or “POS”; it
never hurts to double
check even though this
may seem obvious.
3. Being very careful not to
touch any of the jumper
cable clamps with the other
color, connect one end of
the black jumper cable
to the negative terminal
(marked with a “-” or
“NEG”) on your donor
battery, and the other end
to a ground on the car with
the dead battery. A good
ground would be on any
metal part, like the engine
block, a steel bracket on
the alternator or power
steering, or any exposed
metal without any paint. In
a pinch, you could connect
to the negative terminal
of your dead battery, but it
is not the safest way to go
about it nor is it the easiest
path for the electricity to
take. Proceed at your own
risk!
4. Now start the car with
the donor battery. Wait a
minute and try to start your
car with the dead battery.
Let both cars run for
about five minutes before
disconnecting the cables.
5. To disconnect the cables
safely, reverse the order in
which you connected them:
First the ground clamp,
then the negative terminal
clamp. Then disconnect
the positive jumper cables,
always being careful not to
touch the ends while they
are connected to the battery.

Even though you are likely
extremely relieved that your car
is finally back up and running,
make sure to investigate why
the battery died in the first
place. Did you leave any lights
on? Is there a short in the
electrical system that’s draining
power while it’s parked? Is the
battery just very, very old? If
you don’t find out why your
battery died, you run the risk
of finding yourself in the same
situation over and over again
while also wearing down an
expensive battery that could
have lasted a lot longer.
Spark, Fuel, Air,
and Compression
These are the four elements
that are needed for any engine
to run smoothly. Getting
your car started is one thing,
keeping it in good running
condition is another. If your
vehicle continues starting
inconsistently or running
poorly, you will want to dive
into each one of these elements,
maybe with the help of your
new bestie mechanic, to
see which one is missing or
compromised in your vehicle.
You can use this skill to
diagnose and start any engine,
no matter how long it has been
since it last ran. I warn you
now: Being able to start what
was previously thought to be
an unstartable engine is an
incredibly addicting feeling of
ultimate power. It’s probably
the closest you could feel to
wearing the one ring to rule
them all. Or growing your own
tomatoes. I hope you wield this
newfound power wisely and,
most importantly, generously!

Got questions about your car, truck, SUV,
or other engine-powered vehicle? Email
alicepye@antigravitymagazine.com.
Illustrations by Deanna Larmeu
deannalarmeu.com
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ADVERTISER DIRECTORY
FOOD, DRINK & GROCERY

COFFEE, TEA & JUICE

Bub’s Nola
Smash burger purveyors
4413 Banks St. 70119
bubsnola.com

Coffee Science
We do it with science!
410 S. Broad Ave. 70119
facebook.com/coffeesciencenola

El Cucuy
Mexican street food, beer, wine, mixed drinks
3507 Tchoupitoulas St. 70115
elcucuynola.com

Euphorbia Kava Bar
Premium kava selection & herbal intoxicants
8726 Oak St. 70118
euphorbiakavabar.com

Juan’s Flying Burrito
Creole taqueria since 1997
2018 Magazine St. 70130
4724 S. Carrollton Ave. 70119
515 Baronne St. 70113
juansﬂyingburrito.com

Fourth Wall Coffee
Your hidden oasis in the CBD
614 Gravier St. 70130
instagram.com/fourth.wall.coffee

Mid City Pizza
Homemade sauces and dough
440 Banks St. 70119
6307 S. Miro St. 70125
midcitypizza.com
Molly’s Rise and Shine
Breakfast spot from the
Turkey and the Wolf people
2368 Magazine St. 70130
mollysriseandshine.com
Stein’s Market & Deli
Jewish-Italian deli, eclectic beer selection
2207 Magazine St. 70130
steinsdeli.com
Suis Generis
Food evolution, new menu weekly
3219 Burgundy St. 70117
suisgeneris.com
The Joint
Barbecue, sides and fixins, full-service bar
707 Mazant St. 70117
alwayssmokin.com
Turkey and the Wolf
Sandwiches, cocktails, and everything nice
739 Jackson Ave. 70130
turkeyandthewolf.com
TOBACCO / CBD / VAPE
The Herb Import Company
Vitamins, herbal remedies, detox, spiritual
supplies, hookahs, pipes & vaporizers
5505 Canal St. 70119
712 Adams St. 70118
711 St. Peter St. 70116
herbimport.com
GARDENING
Garden Gnome Plantscapes
Fine gardening and landscape work
504-266-1664
gardengnomeplantscapes.com
ART & DESIGN SERVICES
Bywater Fine Art Printing
Custom photo printing service for
photographers and visual artists
bywaterﬁneartprinting.com

Old Road Coffee
Third wave coffee house in the historic
Tremé-Lafitte neighborhood
2024 Bayou Rd. 70116
oldroadcoffee.com
Sacred Grinds
The only cafe in Mid-City’s Necropolis
5055 Canal St. 70119
facebook.com/SacredGrinds
Whatever Coffee
Coffee pop-up and concierge for Stein’s Deli
2207 Magazine St. 70130
steinsdeli.com/home/coffee
Z’otz Cafe
Eclectic mom & pop cafe
8210 Oak St. 70118
zotzcafe.com
MIND & BODY
Casey Leigh Psychic Readings
Sessions available in-person & over the phone
madamelalune.com
Dynamo
Lady-owned, romantic boutique for every body
2001 St. Claude Ave. 70116
dynamotoys.com
Maypop Community Herb Shop
Sicangu Lakota owned and operated
2701 St. Claude Ave. 70117
maypopherbshop.com
New Orleans Shaolin
Non-macho martial arts training
3921 St. Claude Ave. 70117
nolashaolin.com
Rosalie Botanicals
Medicinal herbs, extracts & local products
3201 Toulouse St. 70119
rosaliebotanicals.com
MUSIC EQUIPMENT & REPAIR
Webb’s Bywater Music
New and used, sales and service
3217 Burgundy St. 70117
MERCH
Inferno Screen Printing
Full service screen printing & merchandise
infernomerchstore.com

THEATERS, BARS &
ENTERTAINMENT
Banks Street Bar
Mid City’s premier dive bar venue
4401 Banks St. 70119
instagram.com/banksstreetbar
The Broad Theater
First-run, classic, and independent films
636 N. Broad St. 70119
thebroadtheater.com
The Domino
Cocktails, draft wine, happy hour nightly
3044 St. Claude Ave. 70117
facebook.com/thedominola
The Naughty Knight Lounge
Less tweaky, more freaky
34 Westbank Expy. (Gretna) 70053
facebook.com/NKlounge
The Prytania Theatre
The longest continually operated theatre
in the South
5339 Prytania St. 70115
333 Canal St. 3rd Floor 70130
theprytania.com
prytaniacanalplace.com
Quartz Bar
24 hour bar downstairs from the Quisby
1225 St. Charles Ave. 70130
quartzbar.com
Santos
French Quarter live rock’n’roll venue
1135 Decatur St. 70116
santosbar.com
Siberia
The legendary bar returns!
2227 St. Claude Ave. 70117
carnavallounge.com
Toulouse Theatre
French Quarter artist-owned venue
615 Toulouse St. 70130
toulousetheatre.com
Twelve Mile Limit
Cocktails, lotsa beer, nightly happy hour
500 S. Telemachus St. 70119
facebook.com/twelve.mile.limit
RECORDS / CDs / TAPES
Domino Sound
Used & new vinyl; reggae & int’l music
2557 Bayou Rd. 70119
dominosoundrecords.com
Euclid Records
Two ﬂoors of new & used vinyl, tapes & CDs
3301 Chartres St. 70117
euclidrecordsneworleans.com
LEGAL
Bizer & DeReus
Civil rights, car crashes, personal injury,
and disability rights
bizerlaw.com
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DECOR, GIFTS, APPAREL
Glitter Box N.O.
Retail space and maker community
for the economic empowerment of
marginalized genders
1109 Royal St. 70116
glitterboxno.com
No Rules Fashion
Daring fashion in the heart of the Quarter
927 Royal St. 70116
norulesfashion.com
BICYCLES
Dashing Bicycles
Sales, service & accessories in the LGD
1927 Sophie B. Wright Place 70130
dashingnola.com
BARBERS & SALONS
Factotum Barber
Tight cuts, close shaves
902 Piety St. 70117
factotumbarber.com
BOOKS / COMICS / MEDIA
Full-Tilt Records
Independent music label and publisher
offering licensing and commission services
fulltiltrecords.com
New Orleans Film Festival
Discovering, cultivating, and amplifying
diverse voices of filmmakers
neworleansﬁlmfestival.org
UNO Press
Nonprofit book publisher stemming from
the rich cultural tradition of New Orleans
uno.edu/unopress
MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
Acadiana Center for the Arts
Supporting performances and public art
across an eight-parish region
acadianacenterforthearts.org
Contemporary Arts Center
Multi-disciplinary arts center
900 Camp St. 70130
cacno.org
COMMUNITY
Louisiana Philharmonic
Orchestra
The oldest full-time musician-governed and
collaboratively-operated orchestra in the U.S.
lpomusic.com
New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Foundation
Promotes, preserves, perpetuates, and
encourages the music, culture and
heritage of communities in Louisiana
jazzandheritage.org
New Orleans Public Library
nolalibrary.org

J

ustice opens her office hours
to us this month, and it would
be wise to take up some of her
time with our questions. She
offers us her empty scales to
weigh out our own complaints
and judgements. Look for where
you justify behaviors—yours
or those belonging to others—
when what is really needed
is change. Justice knows that
siding with bullies is something
groups of people, societies, and
individuals tend to do. She has
seen the same machinations
again and again. She can
philosophize on the subject for
days, but for now suffice it to
say that we are self-preserving
animals above all else. Justice
is ready to serve in settling our
disputes. If this means being
accountable to unintended
harms, we will need to figure out
how to do it right. Justice very
strenuously suggests that we get
our metaphorical, and maybe
literal, houses in order.
Fortunately, both Justice
and Temperance are fully
on our side as we expand

ourselves. Temperance is an
unwavering supporter of our
dynamism. No other archetype
is better able to appreciate
how our lesser qualities can
sometimes lend a great deal to
the very best we are capable
of delivering to the manifest

cultivate right now. Make an
effort to treat everyone with
individuated respect. This
means being mindful of word
choices and tone and timing
according to the needs of the
person with whom you are
communicating. Learn to make

Temperance is here to hold us up
while we process some of the more
difficult lessons Justice is teaching
us. A visualization of Temperance
physically offering her wingspan to
balance your body would be useful to
cultivate right now.
world. Temperance is here to
hold us up while we process
some of the more difficult
lessons Justice is teaching us.
A visualization of Temperance
physically offering her
wingspan to balance your
body would be useful to

proper apologies. There are
five parts: Do you know what
they are? Temperance is going
to be around for a long while
this time, listening to us make
amends where needed and
indulging our most expressive
swoons when appropriate.
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The Seven of Pentacles
represents, in part, the outcome
of the work we are doing with
Justice and Temperance. We will
see the results of both internal
and social accomplishments
fairly immediately. Inherent to
the Seven of Pentacles, though, is
the fact that there is more work
to be done. In this case we are
offered the opportunity to retool
our organizing practices, reshape
our approach to other people, or
run an all-out rebranding of how
we navigate everything. There
is time to consider how best to
integrate new understandings
and shifting desires into what
we do next. It is possible to be
accountable to harm caused by
misunderstandings to strengthen
supportive bonds. What we
unconsciously foment impacts
how we build trust right now. If
striving once felt as if it carried
value on its own, it probably
won’t feel like that for much
longer. The Seven of Pentacles
tells us to pace ourselves
physically and mentally. May we
be willing to make amends.

